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ABSTRACT

A new method is presented for deriving. a general

expression for the energy band structure of a cryst'al

under various conditions. Only two parameters, the energy

splitting and effective electron mass at the extremum,

which can easily be measured experimentally, are required

for the cafcufations. The effect of temperature on the

energy band structure is shown explicitly.

A general expression of the carrier distribution

function is also presented. This general expression can

be used to analyze any carrier transport phenomena at high

or low fields in both nondegenerate and degenerate semi-

conductors with either parabolic or nonparabolic band

structures. Using this expression, the Boltzmann transport

equation has been solved analytically for l-ow and. high

temperatures.

The effect of nonparabolic energy band structures

on the high field distribution functions are briefly

discussed.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

The motion of carriers in a crystalline solid is one

of the most important problems in solid state physics " The

exact solution of this problem requires' the solution of

a many body problem under the influence of external fields.

fn most cases of interest the following two properties are

of prime importance to this problem and. they are:

1. The one el-ectron energy band structure from

which the allowed energy levels of a single el-ectron in

the fiel-d of all- other charcres and their interactions can

be calcul-ated.

2. The carrier distribution function, by wh-Ích the

distribution of all the available carriers over the energy

bands can be calculated.

For the first property the refation between the

energy and the wave vector (E-È) of the electron under

consideration ís to be determined. This relation can

rr crr = l 'r ' h^ €^rrn6 l-rw snl r¡ì ncr 1- hp s¡hrÄd i noer ecruation andLrÞua!ry !s ruurru uj Ðu!vlrrv L.rrE ùLrrrr\JullrvEr ç9uouJ\Jrr

consequently all the interactions can be treated on the basis

of the quantum theory. Chapter 3 wil-l- be devoted to a ne\,r



approach for the calculation of the one electron enerqiz

band structures.

The second property concerning, the carrier distribu-

tion function can normally be found by solving the Boltzmann

transport equation based on statistical mechanícal concepts.

The calcufation of the distribution function of carriers

is not only useful- for determining the density of carriers

in momentum space, but also for determÍning the average of

any physical quantity shared by all of the carriers.

Chapter 4 presents a ner,r method for obtaining a general

expression for the carrier distribution function for non-

degenerate or degenerate semiconductors with parabolic or

nonparabolic energy band structures under high or low

el-ectric f ields "

In fact, these two properties are not completely

separable. The knowledge of the energy band structure in

the vicinity of any extremum is necessary for a complete

determination of the carrier distribution function"

Since a great deal of work has been done about these

two properties a brief account of the most i-rnportant work

in this field will be gíven in Chapter 2. Gallium Arsenide

is used as a model semiconductor throughout this thesis to

demonstrate anv phenomena under consideration"

The effect of nonparabolic energy band structures

on the high field d.istribution function together with the

possÍble mechanisms for current instabilities wi.l-l be



discussed briefly in Chapter 5. The general conclusions

are given in Chapter 6.



CTAPTER 2

REVIEü¡ OF PREVIOUS AND CONTEMPORARY WORK

The fietd. of energy band structures and high field

transport phenomena in semiconductors is very broad, and

t.herefore the present review has to be confined to the

energy band structures and certain aspects of transport

phenomena ín III - V compound semiconductors and parti-

cularly GaAs which are refevant to present investigations

being reported in this thesis.

In this review, three major areas wil-l be considered,

namely: (i) the physical propertíes of the III -V compounds;

/.: -:1 Ll^^ 
^-ï€\t-L,/ Lrre Lr.r-r-ferent approaches to the calculations of the

energy bands; and (iii) the high field transport phenomena

with particular emphasis on GaAs, and they are discussed

separately in the following sections.

2.L Physical- Properties of III - V Compound.s

The important feaLures of these compounds are the

l-ow effective mass and high mobility. To study the chemical

binding in these compounds \,ve may define an effective charge

s* to be the charge around an atom in the group III elements;

then e* = 0 for neutral binding, ê* = *e for coval-enL binding



and e* = -3e for ionic bínding, vrhere e ís the erectronic
charge. For GaAs, ê* = +0.51-e and for rnsb e* = *0.54e.
The effective charge can be measured. by means of the infra-
red refl-ectivity, the X-ray diffraction or the piezo-
el-ectric effect

In general, the chemical binding in group tV semi_

conductors is homopolar binding (the two neighbour atoms

share two el-ectrons centered halfway between t.hem wit.h

opposite spin), but in rrr - v compounds the binding is
partly homopolar and partly heteropolar by sharing between

one el-ectron of group rrr atom and three electrons of
group v atoms lMadelung, L9641. An increase ín ionicity
of the binding usually results in an increase in melting
point and forbidden energy gap"

Most of the rrr - v compounds have t,he zínc-bl_ende

lattice structure. some compounds of this category are:
BP, AlPr GaP, InP, BAs, AlAs, GaAs, InAs, BSb, AISb, GaSb

and rnsb. The others may have the vüurtzite l-attice
structure or the Hexag,onal- lattice or NaCl latt.ice
structure, such as BN (distorted Wurtzite) and graphite.

Rotations and reflections, combined or not combined

with nonprÍmitive translations, form the point group of the
crystal. PrimitÍve translations form an invariant subcrroup

of the space group, which constitutes the point l-attice
such as F.c"c. for di.amond and zinc-blende structures.
The point group of the zinc-btende sLructure which does not



contain all the

is designated by

symmetry elements of the F " C. C " l-att,ice

Of, IHamermesh, L9621

or, ! E, c;(3), c4(6), czrc)

rc4 (6), Tc2(6) , rca (B)

c3(B), rt rcl(3),
total of 48 elements.

The point group of the zinc-blende structure containing

24 elements which l-eaves the tetrahedron invariant is

normally designated by To

Ta i E, Cl (3), C3 (B), LC2(6) , rC4 (6),

where E is the identityi C., i-s a rotation around an axis
-.i+r^ ^.^-r^ -.2r\^ir-rn an angle of fr, in which n=1r2t3t4t or 6; I is an

inversion; and the number inside the brackets indicate

the number of such equivalent elements. Fígure 2.L shov¡s

some symmetry axes in a cube (designat.ed by O)

Fig. 2.L. Symmet,ry axes in a cube CO)



/

There are no inversion el-ements in TU and no non-

primitive transl-ations connected with the rotations and

reflections-rotations in the space group of the zinc-blende :

I >#J-i ¡a l.n 2\ l-nnconrran{- 'lrz f ha enã^ô õr^ìrn ia = Äì -\ ¿¡ / . t ç¡¡e Ðtrqvç yrvuy +.Ð q q¿r êCt

product of the point group T¿ and the translation group.

The syÍmetry properties and their relation with the energiy

bands of the zinc-blende structures have been discussed in
detail by Parmenter [1955] and Dresselhaus I1955l .

The point group of the diamond strìrcture contains all-

elements in O. - Tn its snace crrouÐ (O.7) #ha nnar=#j,h. rlr rLb Spd(je group (u6/ I rrre ope-ratrrons

TCí, IC3r C2 and Cu which are the elements not contaj-ned in

td are combined with nonprímÍtive transl-ations r = LT , i , ä)
The lattice constants a of GaAs and fnSb are,

respectivel-y, 5.6535 Á and. 6.47 89 Á.. The change of the

lattice constant \,vith temperature can be calculated from

the thermal properties of the materials INovikova, 19661.

The rel-ative elongat.ion of GaAs can be expressed as:

.BB x 10-6 T(oC) - 0.2 x l-0-3AL
L- (2.r)

This expression is valid for a very wide range of

temperatures.

The melting points of some of the I.I-I. - V compounds

are InSb (530"C), InAs (942"C) , GaSb (706"C) and GaAs

(123BoC). The energy gap in II - VI compounds are [arger

than that of group IV elements but smaller than that of



I - VII compounds" fn III - V compounds the lightest

compound is BN whích has the largest energy gap (5.3 ev) ¡

while the heaviest compound InSb has the smallest gap

(0.08 ev).

In III - V compounds the atoms are more tightly

bound due to the partial ionic bond, therefore the inter-

action of carriers with the lattice is weaker and hence the

carriers have a larger mobility than that for group IV

semiconductors

- In general, Lhe mobility increases with increasíng

atomic weight in both group IV semiconductors and III - V

compounds lMade]-ung, 19641 . Thr,e mobil-ities of some of the

III - V compounds are given in Tab1e 2"I luilsum, 1966].

The calcul-ated mobílities are based on polar opt.ical

scattering as a dominant mechanism. The discrepancy between

the calculated and measured mobilities may be due to the

effect of other types of scattering mechani.sms which are

not taken into account j.n the mobitity calculati.ons.

From the Hall effect experi:nents in GaAs, the mobility

and the number of carriers have been found to decrease with

the increase of pressure ISladek, L964] "

2"L.L" Mixed Crvstals of III - V Compounds

Most.

extensively studied

as (Inr_*Ga*)As and

of the mi-xed

llong, L9661

Ga (Asr=*n*) ,

crystals which have been

are ternary compounds such

where x represents the mole
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fraction. The variation of the energy gap and the effective

mass with x is of great í:nportance to the development of

suitabl-e material-s to meet the requirements for some

particular devices, specially for infrared or optical

devices. Also, it would help in the study of energy band

structures of each of the binary compounds.

Some useful parameters for III - V compounds which

can be interpolated for the case of ternary compounds are

given in Table 2.2, where m* is the effective mass, flo is

the resL mass of the electron and [0r0r0] indicates the

position of t.he band extremum in È-space.

For Ga (As, P- ) it, has been found [Long , L966J that' I-x x'
there is a kink in the rel-ation of energy gap versus x at

x = 0.5 as shown in Fio . 2 "2.

Enerry
Gap

GaÂs GaP

i

i,"
0"5
X

Fig. 2.2. The energy gap a
ternarv compound

of x in the
It¡'-\lhêrth l9Ê\\l
L¿ v¿vv! vt¿f LrJ¿J

a function
Ga (As, ,-P--)

-L -2r l(

The change of the slope

band. minimum (lowest in

occurs when the 10,0,

GaAs) and the I1,0,0l

0J conduction

mj.níma
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L2

(l-owest in GaP) lie at the same energy, assuming, no other
changes to occur to the va]ence band. rt has al-so been

found that Jlang, 19661 the effective mass and the val-ence

band spin-orbital- splitting increase monotonically with x.

2.I.2. tmpurities and Defects

Al-most al_l the defects found in element
semiconductors can al-so be found in rrr - v compounds such

as vacancies, j-nterstituals, grain boundaries, substitutionals,
etc. rmpurities of group rr (zinc or cadmium) can be

doped substitutionally in the trival_ent l_attice as acceptors
and impurities of group vr (serenium or tel]urium) in the
pentavalent lattíce as donors. sulfur can also be used as

donors and oxygen usually constitute a deep trap l_evel-.

The diffusion coefficients for se.l-f díffusion of
some materials in GaAs at certain temperatures are l_isted
in Tabl-e 2 "3 "

2 ) tranara-' Band Structures!¡¡v! YJ r

one of the most important relations in solid state
physics is the energy-wave vector rel-ation, E(È), which is
usually referred to as the energy band. This relation not
only indicates whether t.he material is a conductor or an

insulator but al-so deLermines the binding forces and, hence,

the transport coefficients. lve usuarly ignore the problem
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Table 2.3 Diffusion coefficients of some materiars in GaAs

Diffusing Element Do (cm2/sec) Temperature oC



1A

of ''r marryr particles and the effect of the motion of nuclei in the

calculations of the energy band structures of semiconductors. In this
section we sha11 give a short account of the different rnethods euployed in
the energy band calculatíons.

2"2.7. The Cellular Method

It was suggested by Wigner and Seitz [1933J that in order to solve

the Schrödinger equation in a crystalline solid it is sufficient to confine

the solution in a linited space in the crystal since the wave function will
Tepeat itself due to the synnetry of the crystal. consequently the

derivative of'the wave function at the symnetry plane will be zero normal

to the. plane. This argurnent was used as a boundary condition. The crystal
space is divided by polyhedra constructed by the bisecting planes normal

to the lines connecting the lattice points'. As a¡ approximation the

polyhedral cell is replaced by a sphere of the same volume and as boundary

conditions are taken to be that the derivative of the wave function
vanishes at the boundary of this sphere.

For a spherically symmetric potential we can
write the one electron \^zave function in the form _Iwigner and
Seitz, 1933; Slatert Ig34; Ca11away, 19641

úÈ = Li, oÈ-,rr^Ê-, *_,, q c0,0}-r ur(F,rL (2.21

where oÈr| and +, L are constants, üru,øl al.e the sph-erical
harmonics and u, (E,r)- satisfies the radial- equation



i5.

*t#. å ån - z(*iLt s + (E-v) \ur(E,rL = o :t2-s¡

The constants in Eq . (2 "2) can be det,er¡nined by the bound.ary

conditions of ü¿ and its derivatives based. on Broclr,s

theorem. Thís is a complicated method even for the simplest
cases. As an approximation the polyhed.ral celI is usually
van] =^ed by a sphere of the same volume.&el/+svev !J s ey¡¡çls

Once the one electron \^/ave function is completely
determíned, the energy eigenvalues can be found by

evaluating the expectation value of the Hamiltonian of
the system under consideration between two normalized wave functions
sinilar to thar given by Eq. (2.2).

z.z.2.theÈ.Ê ltettrod

This nethod was first pointed out by Elliott [1954] and then

' developed and put in its present known form by Kane [1957] and applied

to GaAs (the nodel semiconductor used in this thesis by Cardona and

Pollak 11966]). As usual we begin by solving Schrödinger equation

(2.4)

where n is the band index for a complete set of ba¡ds a¡rd the wave

function Û ù satisfies Blochrs theorem:'Il ,K

iÈ.Ì +U _> = e- u *(r) (2. S)nrk nrk

suppose the set u i is cornplete for t = Èo. The u i can be expanded
Drk - ñrk

in the forrn



L2.6) 16"u *ti) = r. cr,.r, cÈ - Èol u . * ii)
nri nl r!¡rr " nt rko

Substituting Eq. (2.5) into Eq. (2.4) we get:

.P.2 . h2 ¡2Y2
I;- + ilÈ" . Ë * # + v(ì), ur,,Èo = e,r(Èo) ur,,to e"7)

which can be written in the form:

H* U. =err(Èo)u;>
ko nrko - nrko

Substituting Eq . (2.01 into !q , Q.7) we get

+hz

nî 
I{E,,(Èr) * * rn'- u3l} un,,.,, . * cË - Èo) ' Pr,r,Jc,,,,,

= Ërr(È) cn,n 
Q'9)

vtnere

I
Ë .Elui-cîtËu .+ cildsr (2.10)'rlrnr 

I n.k nf 1,

ô o too

The radial wave functions U + are nornalized within the unit cel1.
n'k^ h .-

If the nondiagonal part of the Êamiltonian * cÈ - Ëo) ' or,r, is small,

$re can treat it as a perturbation term. Then the eigenvalues E(È) will

be given by:
)

-+- - 'Ì ' b2 -' [ki - koi) -
E tk) = ts, tK J r ::i- Q.IL)-n t--' -n ---o- I i=l ri

where

,?_* ¡2
1 1 c lt'"n,ntl 

e,rz).*=;'- 

-

l_ m n' t't*oj - trn| LKoJ

and Ì is a unit vector in the direction of the ith principal axis and

Ë is the wave vector at an extremtm.
o

As a critirian for the use of the È " È method, the validity

of applying the perturbation theory must be satisfied in the serniconductor

urder consideration.

(2.8j
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2.2.3 The Orthoganal Plane Waves (OPW) Method

This ¡rethod was first suggested by Harring 119a0]. The lattice

potential is expanded in the form

v(i) = j& u., (i - Èjo) (z.ls1

where o refers to the different ions in the unit cel1, 1U 
j is an

index integral to refer to the different ce11s. The Schrõdinger equation

for a particular ion o can be written in the forn:

?.
- h- -2 .*.- , .è -)
r- ñ v' * ua (i)J oot(i) = E*r_ óo, (r) (2'74)

o

The ionic wave function through the crystal may be written in the form:

¡-r-lz++-'>->
lcrt,Ër =M='ì exp(iÉ. Iii^) 0^+ (í- R,^,) (2.1s¡

j - Jcl' 'clE - lct-

where t refers to the ionic state.

The ionic eigenvalues can therefore be calculated by

-.Ì. <Gr,ÈlHl dr,È>3Er Q,t6)bcrtLKJ =m--c!'o

A plane wave can be written in the form:

lÈt=Q%"r.pCiÈ"il (2.17 )

The fundauental step in this rnethod is to constrîuct a wave function (OPþJ)

in the form:

loew,Èt=lÈt- r lat,Èt.o1,tl Ê
C[rt

which satisfies the orthogonality relation
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-|¡-><0t'kl0Pl1¡,k>=o

the energy eigenvalues

minantal equation:

(.) 1 0ì
l-. Lr)

can be deternined by solvíng the deter-

det | . opw, È . t ¡H¡ opu, È + R'

- E(Ë) < oPW, i * R I orw, È * Èl , | = o (2.20)

The disadvantage of this ¡rethod is the lack of knowledge of the lattice

potential. However, Herman 119691 found that it is sufficient to use

a trial crystal potential having the forn of a spatial superposition of

overlapping atomic potentials. By iterating the solutions, he obtained

self consistent crystal potentials.

Bassani and Yoshinine {t9ó31 have also used the OPitI rnethod to

calculate the energy bands of zinc-blende lattice. They used the Hartree-

Fock atonic core states and a nodel crystal potential constructed as a

sum of atonic potentials in which they used Slater approximation for

the exchange potential. However, they found that the s-like conduction

states does not agree With the oçerímental results.

2.2. 4. The Variational ltlethod

The potential inside the inscribed spheres is assumed to be

spherically syrunetric and constant in the space between then. This

condition may be considered the nain linitation in this method. It was found

that the convergence of the nume¡ica1 techniques used in this method is very
good. As a rule, variational techniques based on integral equations, as is the
case here, give more accurate results than those ba-sed on differential equations.

.".
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where H is the Hamiltonian of the system unde:: consioera_
tion. Tf we define

Consider the Schrðdinger equati-on given bv

(H-a¡ r¡ = o

then the variational principle gives the reration

6I=0 (2.23)

(2.21)

(2.22)

(2. zq)
By setting l/.,' = ì/ + ôU

and applying Green's theorem, we obtain

r = 
/,tr. C"-ul üd 3r = o

(2.2s)

The integration is performed over the surface of an atomic
cell 

"

A different approach Icallaway, Ig64J may be given
in terms of Greenfs function which satisfies the equatÍon

)62(hozaE)GÈ- (i i,l = o(i-È,) e.;26)'.'-':

which is subject to .the boundary condition
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-> ->

cË"(i + Ènl = ei k"R' cËdt e. zi¡

where R__ is the lattice translation vector.n

. If we designate the eigenfunctíons of Èhe operator
.É2-t,- fro-, by Uj and t,he corresponding.eigenvalues by Ej r¡re

have

c (È,È') = - Ë üi (i') --+- 'p* til C.z.2a7I J "j -.c, J

where

il,, cil = þ "i 
(È + frr,) 'Ï 

cz.z2)

and. 0 is the volume of the unit cell and fi is the

reciprocal latt,ice vector.

The variatíonal rnethod can be reformulated in a

different way and this is generally referred to as the Kohn

Korringa and Rostoka method lXohn and Rostoker, !954i and

Korringa I L9471 "

If we rewrite Schrödinger equation in the foi:m

42tLL ç22 r n\ ü*(Èl = v úrÌ(Ë) (2Ja)\zñu -f .EJ ,K. K

then a solution can be found as
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This solution may'be derived from the variationar principle

ôÂ = 0 (.?.32)

v/nere

I

r = I 't#cÈl vtÈ) u¿tÈl d3f
lÂ

a

fltlI J,frfCÈl v(È) c¿CÈ-È'l vCi') ,t¿Cï') d3?'d3g ess)
0 Qt À

* !{e may choose r/.,¿ til as a linear combination of plane rdaves

and adjust the coefficients in order to satisfy the varia-
tional principle.

2 "2 .S . The Auqmented Plane lrlave Met.hod+

In ùhis method {Sl-ater, 19371 the wave

function is expanded into a set of functions composed of
plane $/aves in the outer regions of the atomic cell and a

sum of spherical waves in the interior lloucks , 1967) i

, x a7 m e [r,- -r] 4 Ce ,6lR- (n, r)
(234)

Ltfr ul¿U L L

e (x) = 1 for xà0

e (x) = 0 for x<0
î

QÈ = a'e [r-rr)ei È'i +

where



r.: ís the radius of the inscribed sphere, a, * are chosenL L trtr

such that G¡- is continuous across the sphere. However,
K

it,s derivatÍve cannot be made continuous. But we can

calculate the energy from the expectatÍon value of the

Hamiltonian between two Augmented. Plane \daves"

The crystal potential is calculated using the

muffin-tin model {Loucks I L9671 for which two nonoverlapping

spheres are constructed on each "ra" of a unit ceII. Inside

the spheres the potential is assumed to be sphericalÌy

symmetric and outside it to be constant" For group lV

semiconductors with diamond latÈice, the muffin-tin model

is not as good "= it is for III - V compounds.

It can be shown lÏ,oucks, 19671 that, both the

Augmented Plane ÏVave method and Green's function method

give the same resulL if the same muffin-tin potential is

used. The advantaqe of the Green's function method. is that
e-

the sebular determinant used there is smaller than that

used in the AP!{ method.

The relativistic effect is important for semi-

conductors with atomic number greater than 32 and thus it

must be taken into consideration for atomic numbers greater

than 7L-

2 "2 "6 " The Tight Bínd.ing Method

The main approximatíon ín this method is

that the one-electron wave functions belonging to bound

atomic states do not form a complete set of functions. In

this method feloch, L929J vle construct the functions
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"i 
È"Èr, o tË-fir,)

* 
"io 

v c?-È")

t*r' + v (È)

the equation

= Eo u(ï)

5'

n
(? -3s)

t2.367

(2.s7 )

6z.sa )

(2.39)

where M is the number of atomic ceLls in the crystal. The
*,

Hamiltonian can be expressed in the for¡n

where

We suppose that u

n = no[i)

no cÏ) :

satisfies

ô

Hou (i)

Then the energy eigenvalues

following equation

-+Etk) =

can be calculated bY the

++
-i k.R

+

^ r t* tr --i' k'Rns(lt(nlJ e

r .-)- r¡ .+ + . -âlu(r) l'v(r-R¡) d."r

u*. tf-Èrr) u {.È) d. 
3r

..t* ¡È) v (f ) u çÈ-ñ,r) d3r

'rL
ll

r(lËnl) e

where

=f, +o

o-

1+ In

-rLl
l0J

s ¿ lRr, l)

tçlÈr,l)

n

I
I

I
J

I
)

Of " Q¿ d3r

Q.ao ¡
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Generally, the nearest neighbour overlap terms are

included. However, this approximation is not always valid.
It was found {Bartling and. Craig, fgTU that for rnany-

centre calculations the series expressions in Eq. (2.22\

convergie sIowly.

In the III - V compounds we have two different
atoms per unit cell, therefore the tiqht-bi-nding metLrod. may

be rederived.by writing Eq" 12.18) as

.l,r, CÈ,È¡ = I4-L

= M-t

Hamiltonian is given

l
and the overlap matrix element

¡6

r- * (i¡) = I ,i,i rÈ, ilfi rrfi - J

Io+
R.
l

Ia
R.

)

,*->r t(.Ri
Jll

-, ->Í k" (Ri+

,, ci-Ër l

+
t ) u* tf-Ê, -î I

Q.q\t

c2.42)

r!* tÈ,i¡

byThe

H (i) = Xr' * 
å . 

rto Ë-Èj ) + ve (i-È. -Ìl-:

by

The Hamiltonian matri-x element is qiven

,lr* tÈ, È) iect-r

by

(2.q2)

, (2.4,+7H ,Ì.
tr*Lo) =

The lattíce potentgal

form

-> -lVCK) = CI

o

Thus, the eigenvalues ECÈ)

the determinantal equat.ion

Jv 
cÈl "i

¡@
| .*.+ +. .+. , ,i| *. a?
I ú;(k,r)H(r) qrm(k,r) d3r

may be expanded in t,he following

-> -+K'r ¡âcl'-.r

can be calculated by soJving

c2. 4s)
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det lun,*cÈ) - E trr,*G)l = o

a

(z,461

2 "2 "7 . The Pseudopotential Itfethod

ïn this method [Phi11ips, 1958; Phillips
and Kleinman, L959¡ and Falicov, 19681' an operator P

defined by

P = l* | at, È><at, È 
|ctE l0ErK><cr,rrKl (2.47)

is used in the description of the wave function

H lx+> = u*lx. >p'K K¡ K

"p 
= H - (H-EÈ)P

= -fir, + vpG)

(2. s0)

(2. sÐ

lü¿t= lxÈt ät lot,È><cr,t,ÈlxÈt= (1-e)lx¿> Cz.48)

The Schröd.inger equation takes the form

(H-HP) lxÈt = EÈ(1-P) lxk> (2. 4s)

where

The pseudopotential Vo is given by

vp = v - &. (E(Ê) Eot) |ot,È><or,l| (2.s4

The pseudopotential is usually so large such that the

perùurbation theorem cannot be applied satisfactorily.
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However, using the cancellation theorem lCohen and Heine,

1961;Pendry, l-97Ll the pseudopotential is considerably

reduced. The potential in this case may be written in the

form

v,_ = (f r lc><cl)v (2"53\
Pt-c

where lc> represents the core states. Equation (2"54) can

easily be interpreted. for low energy electrons near the

core region, since for such el-ectrons only the fraction
of charge included in a sphere of radius equal to theÍr
separation from the nucleus*will constitute theír
potential energy"

The pseudopotential method was used to calculate

the energy band structures for semiconductors of the

diamond and zinc-blend.e structures lcohen and Bergstresser,

19661. In this case, the potential may be expressed in

the form

v (-¿) = r (ss (È)ui * isA tRlr{l e-i R'Ì e.sl)
KIKo

where
s++->

S- (K) = cos K'r

^+S^(k) = sin f i

c+vl- = L Iv. (R) + v^ li) I,2uL"JÀ

À\r'
.f\

= 1¡v.(3) -v2tÈ)j

(2.s s)
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vi (È)
f.¿>| + 1 K.T| _- ! {\ _ ! - ?

I vr(rl e cr."r
)

Iz=- o

All the methods given above have two main dis-

^¡.-^*!^-^a.auv 4l¿ Lau EÞ .

(1) the calculations are tedious;

(2) the latt.ice potential is unknotn/n and has to

assumed to follow some form before the cal-culations can

done.

The investigation into a new method to remove these

shortcomings and to simplify the calculation process forms

part of the present thesis and this will- be discussed in

Chapter 3.

?.-1 Hioh Field Transnort Phenomena in Semiconductors¡¡!Y¡¡ r !v¿\4 ¿ùlj.¡vHvù e ¿

The application of a high el-ectric fiel-d in

semiconductors [Conwe]I, L967 I causes a change in mobility

of carriers, dielectric constant, photo-absorption, carrier

distribution, magnetoresistance and recombination rate of

excess carriers. The hiqh f ield introduces also ne\^¡

effects such as ani-sotropy of conductivity, a potential

due to a gradient in electric fiel-d intensity and

negative differential resistance, etc. Two main

problems which must be wel-l- stud.ied before any transport

phenomena at high fields can be investigated. These are

the distribution function of carríers f (-È) and. the energy

band structures n til .

be

be
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At very low temperatures (few degrees Kelvín) we

should use Fermi-Dirac distribution instead of Maxwell-

Boltzmann distribution. But the disturbance of Bose-

Einstein distribution of phonons must be well studíed at

this low temperature range. To distinguish between different

mechanisms of scattering !^/e must study their temperature

dependence. For n-type GaAs it is believed that polar

optical scattering d.ominates at room temperaLure while

piezoelectric scattering dominates at very low temperatures.

The energy band structure of a material- is of great

importance to the study of high field transport phenomena

because

ta) the cond.uctivity is an anisotropic quantity

in most materials; and

(b) the carriers may occupy sLates in momenLum

space which may be empty at low fields "

One of the most important phenomena at high fields

is the negative differential resistance. Thís can be

caused by one of the following mechanisms

(a) scattering mechanism

Kogan [1963] showed that a material in which

the energy loss of carriers is due to piezoelectric

scat.tering while the momenLum relaxation is due to impurity

scattering should show negative differential resisLance

(b) electron transfer mechanism

In this mechanism the carriers are heaLed bv an
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external field such that they make a transition to higher

states in which their mobilities are smaller IRid]-ey and

Watkins, 196ll .

(c) electron capturing mechanism

This mechanism depends on Lhe existence of

impurity or other defect l-evels in which the capture cross

section increases with the increase of the carrier energy

lRidley and Watkins, 19611.

There are several experimental methods to study the

energy distribution of carriers in semiconductors IConwell,

L967 I and some of the important ones are:

(1) the el-ectrical- noise of carriers;

(2) the Faraday rotation (the rotation of the plane

of polari-sation of an electromagnetic wave when it passes

through a substance with a static magnetic field along the

direction of propagation) ;
(3) the el-ectron emittance from the sample surface.

This method is used to measure t.he tail of the distribution

function I

(4) the shift in electron spin resonance. This is

used to determine the variation of the averase electron

energy with the field.

2.3.1 Scatt.erincr Mechanisms

There are two branches in t.he dispersion

curves of lattice vibrations, and they are the acoustic
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branch and the optical branch" In the acoustic branch,

scattering of carriers due to lattice strain is cal-led

deformation potential scattering, and that due to polariza-

tion is called piezoelectric scattering. In the following 1

we shall- briefly discuss each type of scattering mechanism

lConwell , l-9671 .

(i) Acoustic mode scattering

The momentum relaxation ti¡ne for acoustic

scattering is given by

*
1 mQM

-=- a æE- J1,L L ¡¡I! N
a

l.È*ülH'lÈ'l'q dq

l.È-üls'lÈ'l' q dq

*
i2k+2mutl- 

o j
t

¡2k-2mu
I

oJ

/h

/h
-1- 12 .661

(2 .67 )

where Q is the volume of the unit ceJ-l,

cells j-n the crystal, u is the vel-ocity

the wave vector of rrhonons.

M is the number of

of sound. ana { is

For deformation potenLial scattering only longi-

tudinal lattice waves scatter the carriers. If the equi-

partition law is assumed to hold for this case, the relaxa-

tion time can be written in the form

2
c

L

\3 /z
m/Krll

IJ k
-Cr

¡/iL v¿

-=-
fT

''.64 c 
L

p. u2,
OLvj=-

" .lñ^

where

(2 " 68)
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Ê1 is the shift in the band edge per unit dilation, KB is

the Bol-tzmann constant, gd is the crystal density, vL is

t,he longitudinal sound velocity and E is the carrier energy.

In general, for the nonequipartition case we have

(2.6e)
4L nix*tAC TJ

where

r f2k
k" I

o'

1
=

T a
(N + !e) s* dqñ

Y,

and N is the number of phonons per unit volume.ã

For piezoelectric scattering the relaxation time can

be written in the form

_ nnq puui

ae ni' e -,t KuT

"l/2.-"m ' e' K- T
.D

3l¿ 

-t/z
2-/ - ¡r .h. E"/

r¿2p
2DC,

L

e /c rF

lK T \"/'(1-: )r-.B-e, .* T
e

(2 "7 o)

(2.7r)t_
T-PZ

,/¿
where p is the average of the piezoefectric tensor, e r-s

the average of the strain tensor and D is the dielectric

tensor.

(A) The rate of energy loss to acoustic modes

If we assume that the .listribution functiorr

obeys Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution at temperature Tor

then the energy foss of carriers to acoustic phonons

obeying equipartition law is given by

(2 "12)
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It is worthy to mention here two approaches for
'calculating the effect of an applied electric field on the

scattering processes. One way of handling this problem

lBardeen and Schockley, f950] is to begin with the time

dependent Schrödinger equation

(2 .7 3)

where V^ i?) is Lhe periodic crystal field, È the electrico'
fiel-d force and H, is the interaction operator which

describes the =.rit"ring process. It was found that the

¡crobability per unit time of a transition from a state È

+to a state k' is

++)r,-à-)++S(k,k') : + l¡ntr,k')1, ô(E(k) - E,(k')) (2.j4)

+->
where M(k,kr) is the matrix el-ement for transition, and

-t -+
E(k) and E' (k') are respecLively, the energies of the

ínitial and final states which are ind.ependent of the

field. The approximations used in reaching such a con-

clusion was found to be valid under the condition

TûJ> I (2 .7 s)

wLrere 'r is the relaxation time between two coll-isions and

ûr is the angular frequency of the phonon participaLing

in the collision process. An equivalent limit for this

- '112 ô .-à. -+ -> Arlrt- fr'V'+ Vo(r) - F.r * HrlV = ihãË
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treatment is found to be given for the upper r-i¡rit of the

applied el-ectric fiel-d of the value 6 x 10s vol_tslcm.

A different approach ISharma, r-gTLJ hand]-es the

same problem by solving the Bol_tzmann transport equation

2Àï'++h'+-]+-
;;-+V.V__f +--ür= /"-ì (2.76)At 'r* m" 'V- 'ât' coll

J< "rcwhere m is the effective mass of the el_ectron and (*+)' ât' co11
is considered to be for acoustic scattering mechanisms.

By calculating the absorption coefficient, it was found

that the threshol-d drift velocity of the el-ectrons t,hat

changes. absorption into amplification i.s equal to the

velocity of sound. The main difference beLween the above

mentioned two approaches is the electron-veLocity-dependent

coll-ision frequency which was neglected in the first

approach

(B) Spontaneous and sti¡rulated emíssion of phonons

At low t.emperatures t.he lifeti:ne of phonons

will increase and the effect of external fiel-ds wil_I be

considerable in distorting their thermal equilibrium

distribution function. Therefore¿ we can express t.he

phonon distribution as

Nl = Nl^ * N:¡ (2.77)qqoq

where N2^ is the spont^aneous part (at thermal equilibrium)qo

and N2 is the stj:nul-ated part.
CI
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+.: '.^ .: ^LIIIIE -L Þ

(ii) Optical mode

I'nr nnnnOlaf

rr i r¡on hr¡ [r-nnçg] ]Lvv¡¡

q¡:{-#ori na

n^t'i ¡ ='l c¡ = l- {- or ì n¡UtJ LlUCI JUO L Uu! r¡ry

, Lg67l

the relaxation

a?x'rit / 't' Iuq(n + hoo)% + (N* + 1) (E - mu;%) (2.78)
op {¿TTn-o.ûJr ,al 

^

where da is an interaction constant having the dimensions

of "n"rcrrr- * i s t-he rer:inrocal lattice ¡¡er--for- and rrr isv¡¡glYJ,'q¡av*o

the angular frequency of the opticaÌ phonons.

The polar optical scattering is the dominant mechanism

of scattering in compound semiconductors such as in InSb

and GaAs at temperatures higher than 100oK. In t,his case

\,1ie cannot def ine a relaxation time for the carriers.

However, the rate of change of carrier energy due to polar

optical scattering is given by

2ee -hru , E-Ytu.¿dEr = 
-""o"lz lru- si nh-' t^,J-¡'o (N; + r) sinh-r c"=.,iL ¡41tã-Ei po l7nEfl-t*- Þrrrr¡ Lrr-" q ",*L

, (2.7e)

where e is Lhe el-ectronic charge, Eo is an interact,ion

constant and ^L is the longitudinal angular frequency of

the optical phonons.

(iii) Intervalley scattering

Si¡t'i lar to the optical scattering the rel-axa-

tion time for the ith valIey is given by lConwell , Lg67]

r D ? .^rrt /' ,r,-*-= I tl I rN'/F-AEl+Ìiu,r.,-,¡z + (N¿+l-)(E-AEl-trûr.ìt-J
tl,- . 

j,. /Zn¡to -r.,-,, . 
"'q '" ''-".Lj' '"' 'Jr_v tfL d rl (2.80)



where D., is an interaction consLant, m. is tþe isotropic
J

fh' effective mass of the j "" valley and N3 represenLs the
Y

^!^^r-- ^!^L^ ¡rrml.rar nf ^l-'on6nS Wit.h g¡grrrrz ìir,r r.rhi cþÞLçcrLry Þr-d.Lc rrLt]trrJcr Lrr prrLrrrurt5 wILtI eltelgy ttrij wflJ-cl

follows the Bose-Einstein distribution function.

2.3.2 The Boltzmann Equation

The Boltzmann equation is mainly used to

determine the carrier distribution function under the effects

of externally applied electric field and different types of

scatterings. The mathematical- theorems connected with the

general solutions of Boltzmann equation are discussed by

F.A" Grünbaum [L972]. However, we are interested in t,he

special cases under which this eguation will- take the form

of Eq. (2"76).

One of t.he most important consequ.ences of this

equation is the Bol-tzmann H-theorem lMazo , L967] which

states that if

(2 . 81)

where f is the distribution function. It can be proved

that

Il++H-=lflnfdrdvIJJ

(2.82)

This result is different from that indicated by the

equations of motion which are invariant under time reversal.
The irreversible behaviour of Bol-tzmann eguation is due to

A IIñv-Þ<^
ñr
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the separation of streaming and collision terms and also

due to the assumption of the mol-ecular chaos. This implies

that there is no correlation between positions and r.nomenta

of particles before and after collision.

In constructing the col_lision term in the Bolt.zmann

equation we usually make the following assumptions lMazo,

l-vo / | :

(i) only two particles participate in the coll_ision

process;

(j-i) the distribution function describinq both

particles can be expressed as a multiplication of two

functions, one for each particle alone;

(iii) during the time of collision the explicit

dependence of time in the distribution function can be

nonl a¡]-oä.¡¡vY+vvevsa

liv) any gradient of inhomogeneities in the range of

intermolecular distance is neglected.

Bol-tzmann eguation is valid for low concentration

since it does not take into consideration the pauli

exclusion principle. However, this deficiency can be

corrected by using the distribution function to obey Fermi-

Dirac statistics before applying it to Boltzmann equation

lRode, I97I¡ Wassef and Kao, I9721 . Besides, the dist,ribu-

tion function must be coarse-grained in space and time by

suitable averaging processes.

It is worthy to ment.ion that assumption (ii) above-



mentioned introduces the principle of molecular chaos.

2.3.3. Electron Transport in polar Semiconductrors

-

A large amount of worl< on the transport

phenomena in polar semiconductors has been carried out in

the last few years (Conwell 1967). Perhaps one of the earliest and most

important articles for the band structure and electron

transport in GaAs is that by Ehrenreich [1960]. He found

that the most important mechanism of scattering in GaAs

above room temperature is the polar scattering. However,

for large concentrations of el-ectrons in the semiconductor

the polar scattering is reduced considerably due to the

screening effect.

Acoustic, polar and impurity scattering are al_most

always anisotropic. This suggests the i_rnportance of

studying the transport phenomena with anisotropic scattering
r à..t^*-,1-t-:
r ¿ Lr^\J uy ¡rÞrlr o.ird Grynberg , l- 9 6 5l . In this case , bot.h the

effective mass and relaxation time shourd be used in censor

forms. The distribution function is expressed as

df
f -f +X,(E)k.(.9) (2.83)

O ,.I I CT.E.;

while the scattering term in the Bol-tzmann equat,ion is
written i-n the form
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where Y, (E) is a funcLion of enercrr¡ ¡nd. T. is the reJ-axa-"]. It
'tion time tensor el-ement.

The nonparabolicity of the energy bands plays a

ma-ior role in the calculations of the hioh f ie'ld tranqnnrl-

phenomena. An approximate rel-ation for the energy bands
-à ->

was derived from the k.P method to take the form [Conwe]-l-

and Vassel1, 19681

42t- 2

"oìo = E(I + clE + ßE2 + ..") (2.85)
¿ILL I

where mi is the effective mass of el-ectrons at the bottom

of the conduction band and o and ß are const.ant.s.

It has also been shown lConwell and Vassell, 19681

that in the cases where a rel-axation ti-ine for the polar

optical scattering can be defined, the decrease in t.he

relaxation time due to nonparabolicity of energy bands may

rarnl.r ?q norng¡11 at E/\U, = 20. Similarly, it haS been
v

found that the rel-axation time due to acoustic scatterinq

decreases by more than 50 percent when nonparabolic energy

band is considered at E/Íiu, = 20 .

An experimental uppior"f, to the study of the trans-
port properties of GaAs has been reported by Rush and Kino

l196Bj. In their experi-ment they used a reverse-biased

Schottky barrier-i-n- diode. The transit time of the

carriers in the uniform-field intrinsic reqion is the

measure of the drift, velocity. To avoid injection probJ-ems
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the diode is held in a cathode ray tube and injection of
electrons v,ias performed by a short pulse (0.r nsec) high-
energy (14kv) electron beam" For a sampre of the mobirity
of 7500 cm /vsec at l-ow fields the threshol_d field for the
occurrence of a negative differential mobility was found to
be 3.3 kv/cm approximately. They observed also that the
negative differential- mobirity stays almost constant when

the temperature of the sample changes from 2Lo"K to 340oK;

but the threshol-d field for the occurrence of a negative
differential mobitity decreases monotonically as the
temperature of the sample is increased.

A great dear- of work has been done for carcurating
the transport properties of rnAs. curby and Ferry tr97rl
have given a brief account of the previous work in this
field. rn their work they calcu]ated the change in mobility
versus applied electric field for n-type rnAs at 77"K for
fiel-ds below impact ionization level. They used the È.È

method expression for the energ.y band structure toqether
with the following bal_ance equations

:ñ
aü¡, =0oE rmp

where the energy l_oss due to

the energy and momentum loss

'u"€tri.ru*'åË'no=o

a6 ¡t<;; > -, + <YI> +o'tr rrero. df po

ionized-impurities (imp) and

due to acoustic scatterinq

(2 "86)

(2 .87 )
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mechanism are negrected" Ho\úever, the cal-culated mobitities
are in good agreement with the corresponding experimental_

results for fields bel-ow l-00 v/cm. F<¡r higher fj-el-ds, the

agreement was not as good as for low fields, possibry due

to the assumptions mad.e in the energy band calcurations
and distribution function form.

Another approach for cal-culating transport properties

of electrons in direct-gap semiconductors can be achieved

by solving Bol-tzmann equation lRode, ]_9711 . To all_ow for
high impurity concentration, that is to say for electron
degeneracy, the distribution function must satisfy Fermi-

Dirac statistics as well as Boltzmann equation. rn fact, the
Fermi-Dirac distribution function does not hold for high

fields lWassef and Kao, Lg72l and for this reason some

modifications must be introduced. This will be shown in
Chapter 4. However, Rode I197Il used t,he approximate

expression for the distribution function

fr(È) = f (È) + g(È) cos (e) (2. BB )

where f(k) is the Fermi-Dirac distribution function, ø(È¡

is a perturbation part and 0 is the angle between È and

the applied field. Taking into account the scatterins bv

ionized impurities as well as by polar optical, piezo-
el-ectri-c and acoustic scattering, Rode Ir971] has found

that the calcul-ated mobi]ities for rnsb asrees with the
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corresponding experimental results for a wide rangie of

temperature extending f rom 20OoK (U = L.2 x L0 s cm2rlvsec)

up to 600oK (u = ) x 104 cm2/vsec) .

2.4 App]ications of III - V Compound Semiconductors

The p-n junctions of fII - V compounds {Madelung,

19641 are of greater interest. They have been used as

photo-diodes and radiation detectors and as tunnel diodes.

Metal semiconductor contacts can be used for the studv of

band structures of semiconductors.

Transistors made of GaAs operate at higher tempera-

tures than Ge and Si transistors and at a higher cut-off

frequency than Ge transistors.

Laser action has been observed in p-n junct,ions of

different III - V compounds because they are direct gap

semiconductors.



CHAPTER 3

ENERGY BAND STRUCTURES

Energy band calcurations are of great importance

to the field of solid state physics. one of the earliest
applications of the quantum theory was to calculate the
energy level-s in crystalline solids. The cerlurar method

fWigner and Se j-Lz, 1933; Slater, 1934] was the f irst method

introduced for such calculations. since then, several
methods have been put forward either to improve or to
simplify the computations involved. some of the wel_l-known

methods have been briefly discussed in chapter 2" Most of
the aforementioned methods, except the È È method,

depend greatry on the knowledge of the lattice potential
whích usually constitutes a fundamental problem for such

calculations. Hovrever, the i È method. removes this
shortcoming and makes use of the group theory, the
perturbation theory and some experimental resul_ts includinq
effective masses, spin-orbit splittings and energy

splittings " rt shoul-d be noted that it is absolutely
necessary to check the varidity of the use of the pertur-
bution theory for each case separately before applying the
È È method.
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In this chapter a new method is presented for

deriving an analytical expression for the wave functions

and. energy band structures for crystalline solids. In this

method only two parameters namely the effective mass and

the energy splitting at a particul_ar extremum under

investigation have to be known. These two parameters can

easily be determined experimentally. However, the short-

coming concerning the doubtful assumptions for the lattice

potential is removed.

The expression for the eigenfunctions applicable to

both periodic and aperiodic potentials is presented, and

some computed resul-ts based on this method for the energy

band structure and the effect of temperature for GaAs and

a comparison of these resul-ts with those of other

investigators are also given.

Tn the case of aperj-odic potentials it will be shown

that the expression for the eigenfunction ,predicts correctly

the assymptotic behaviour of the eigenfunctions j-n

collision problems.

3 " I Theory

The energy band structure of a crystal can be

calculated by solving Schrödinger equation

ú ) = E lrl >_> r,_+
kkk

,,1rrl (3"1)
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y'¡¡ç¡ç qÉ tepresents the one er-ectron state function
corresponding to the energy eigenvalue EÈ wi-th the wave
vector k- The Hamiltonian H consists of the kinetic

-2energy operat^-- I1 n2or -2m v - , and the total potential energy
->v(r) which is due to ar-r chargres and all types of inter-

actions in the crystal.
To sofve Eq" (3"1) we introduce an operator Wl

defi-ned bv

>< 0. I

krÍì

where 0È,rn represents an arbitrary set of orthonormal
functions which have no direct relation with rl¿. We also
assume that rf¿ is normal-ized so that <r/rÈ lvrÈ> = I
The operator W¿ has the fol_l_owing properties:

(i) The orthonormality of the set {óÈ,*} implies
that <ó;t lO+ ) = r\'Krlll',KrIl "mrn,

where tl.'+.K represents +L^

function. Therefore, the
orthonormal set generates

Thus

(3 .2)

where ô i* the Kronecker deltalÏt, II

operation of WÈ on any ket of this
the one electron state function.

L lu)
m-+

f't | ¿,I '';> ) =K Krn I v,-, 'k

(ii) The Hermitian adjoint operator of Wi is
J(

given

(3.3)

..f r
+
r- ¡l¡

l+*
krm

tt ü-, I

k

by

(3.¿)



Thus, the operation of 4 "" any ket
state functi_on dissociates it into a

of the one el-ectron

sum of lO=t, 'Krlft

"Jk
liu* t = å l*È,*'

(3. s)

(iii) The matrix elements of Wfw¡ between any two
elements of the orthonormal set.is given by

*È,. Iti%l *Ê,, , = *îr, .oÈ,.1*t,* lu* r. o*
k krr!

>< v.
k

Therefore, wtr is not a unitary operator since a unitary
operator U must satisfv the condition

lutul 0_, ) =
k,s

3.2
te Function 1þ

we choose a set of plane wave functi-ons to represent
the orthonormal set iöÈ,r.i

the volume of a unit cell in
are, respecti_vely, the angles

= (å or,*) \_r1-L{r 6nry

lo*
krs

(3.6)

(3"7)

< ó.
k't

<ó I
'-)" I

ì-!
ÀtL

trs

ö>
krs

->
k

lo-,
krn

= --i- exÞx

til

| ^L

^4 
g=o

ì¿

riË.|¡

nt-r tnrnror fvf (o*, ,rt\
G) )lvÌ-)k'J^9" (o,f) (¡.4)

where Q is
0,_ and 0Ár

the crystal lattice;
of directions of È
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->
and r with respect to the z axis; ó, and e are,Kr
respectively, the azimuthal angles about the z axis for
I .-+ --pK and. r; yi are the spherical harmonic functions; and

J[(p) are the spherical Besse]- function defined by

RsJg(p) - 0

where

_2
R, = g. n Z9- + L _ s(l,+r)
x' dp' p dp ,'

(3.e)

(3 " 10)

(3.11)

and
n=Lr

r-)rk - lkl

r= l;l
The one el-ectron state function can be expressed as

the sum of products of the spherical_ harmonic functions
Yl (0. O-) and radial wave functions un (p)tu L¡ f -----

l*Ë'= uË" nË-n "È,n,n uu(o) v! ßr,þ,) ( 3-r2)

where vi
K ,L,p are the coefficients of the expansion and

Ug (p) satisfies the fol-lowing radial equatj-on

{nu+# tEÈ-vt-ill -r} uu(o) -o (3.13)
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The expansion given by Eq. (3.12) can be derived also by

expanding ìrl in Legendre polynomials and then using the.K

addition theorem of the spherical_ harmonic functions.

Due to the completeness of Legendre polynomials we can

always expand any function like rl¿ in terms of them.

However, the degree of spherical symmetry of the potential
+

V(r) gives an indication as to how many terms in the

expansion given by Eq. (3.12) are sufficient for describinq

the one electron state Uk fairty accurately. In the

following analysis we are not going to truncate this

expansion but we will use a different technique to get the

unknown quantities in it.

We can imagine that the application of the nonunitary

operator wfr on any plane lrave function will distort it in a

certain manner. This distortion is deveroped due to the

distortion of each term in the expansion of Eq. (3"8) with

a different amount as compared with the other terms. This

idea can be expressed mathematically by introducing a new

operator w¿ n such that the left hand side of Eq. (3.3)- K,L

can be written as

and comparing Eq. (3.I2) with Eq. (3.14) based on Eq. (3.3),

we can write

*t l*-i,,.' = 
nI, uî"ni-n tn'-,¡.u 

"utol[vf 
(0k,:¿i)Ïy| (0r' l'r) (3'14)
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Ár 0- ^ X

"-,i,n,,,= # t'[tf ( o*'f*)J (3'1s)

un(o) = t, 
^ to. (p)

k,o

by choosing the operator rÈ, I such that it operates on

functions of 0 on1y. Thus, by substituting Eq. (3.16)

into Eq. (3.13) we obtain

lR^ + P, (E.,;) -Il w J^ (p) - O)¿ K i l" y,.'
K K,L

(3.16)

(3.17)

P- (e ,Ìl = -?IL tn - v r?l IK ? -¿,¿ 
Lo-,' v \!''I (3'18)

k .hk k

To avoid mathematical singiularity, we may rewrite

Eq. (3.9) in the form

¿irn (n" + e) J" (p) - 0glo x" y"

where

('), I ql

Because of the uniqueness of the spherical Bessel ,functions

Jg (p) the comparison between Eqs. (3.17) and (3"19) gives

lRø+ Pk {E_,,r) - rl *ì - = åiT (nU + e) (3"20)
ì. 1- ol\. 

^, 
Æ

This equation can be solved for w.¡- n by iteration method

lMessiah, 19691. Thus
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w = - {r + ^,Ï., [Rp + pr. tE-,,/) ]qi iåj,ä (no +e ) ì (3.21)
iÌ o Q'=r x, K tiNr&

and by substituting Eqs. (3.15), (3.f6) and (3.2I) into
Eq. (3.12) we obtain

^Ï.' IRo ,' pu tti.,,/) ]q I'k {u:.,,i) J tu (p)
Q'=.1_L^i,.k-N

(3 " 22)

The infinitesimal quantity e will disappear in the process

of normalization of qrl.
^

3.3 Determination of the Energy Eigenvalue, E -+
k

ft is clear from Eq. (3.22) that there is only one

quantity which determines the one electron state function,

which is the dimensionless quantity p:<(EË,r). As defined
+

by Eq. (:.18), PU(Efr,r) is a measu.re of the degree of the

nonparabolicity of an energy band structure. It is clear
+->that for V(r) = constant, Pk(n¿,r) = I, rÈ,.¿ : I and

| ú*> = | öf - >. This means that under such a condition"K "Krfl
p¿ reduces to a plane wave functj_on and the energy band,K

becomes purely parabolic as expected.

The bracket in Eq. (3.22) can be written as
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{r + e,- * -i. (R. + P,-)q P,,} Jn (p)K 9=r Y" R K x'

r23¿ {t + n*eo + Røpk- * Rg*gnk + RgPk-.."}Jg(p) (3.23)
l-P

The dimensionless quantity po has two features which

can be used to approximate and to simplify Aq" (3.23).

These are:

(i) For bound electrons, nk 4 l, which is the case

for any electron in a crystal whatever smal-I the binding

f orce is. This condition is equivalent to E¿ - V (?) . !3:"k v \+/ ' 
2m

Thus, for k ¿ 0.1 fTl , where a is the lattice constant,

this case is vatid if the kinetic enerqy of the electron is

less than I ev whictr corresponds to an effective el-ectron

temperature small-er than 10r 000oK. Therefore, for l-ow

temperatures this condition is usually encountered.

(ir) The qu;.rntity PO change: .no.rg\ slowly than the

function Jø(p), specially at high energies for a given k

and 9"¡ which can be expressed in mathematical_ form as

R0 P,_ Jn (0) = P,_ R0 J0 (p) = n T^Tir-h ân\z otle Or both of the--y" - k -.)(,''' -k -'J¿ -y,,''

aforementioned feat-rrres Fto- (3.23) reduces to

I
{t+p. r ä. (n,,+r,.)Qpl,:(o):k q;l '-'¿ -k/ ''k' r[trl I - oo Jg(p) (3.24)

From Eqs. (3.8) , (3.22) and (3.24) we obtain

lu* ) = A t 1

-l 
exp (ik r)++

k 1-P. (E,r¡|.-¡
(3 .2s)
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where A is a normalizatj-on constant" According to

Eq. (3.18), (V(r) is periodic so is PO and al-so the

quantity in bracket in Eq. (3.25) with the same periodicity.

Therefore Eq. (3.25) satisfies Bloch's theorem in case of

periodic potential V(r). However, it should be noted

that it is applicable also to aperiodic potentials and this

will be discussed l-ater. By comparing Eq " (3 . 25 ) with

Eq" (3"3)r w€ obtain

tr7 (3.26)

For the case Pk << 1 we may use the appro*imrtion

(3 .27 )

By substitution of Eq" (3.27) into Eq. (3.25) and then into
Eq. (3.1), Schrödinger equation takes the following form

¿2â>->- tn -¿ ,,r*t -'r* 9- + v(i) I (I + Pol exp (i k r) =

= E_>(l+Pk) exp (i k r) (3.28)

since P,] 44 1, 
";" 

(3.28) becomes
K

I

v-P. +2ík 'vP. -k'=oKK
(3.2e)

+-+k I - P. (e ,r){->
K

:'ì+Þ
K

For periodic lattice potential Pt(f¿,f) may be expressed as
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+ -;È.Pu(E*,r) =R g_+ e*"N
" k " k,N

-)r (3.30)

where N is

Eq- (3-2e)

n-\leN-¡r

i ¡{-anar

obtain for

otl

\^7ô

krN

i"*'r
(3.33)

where dr3 is the volume element

space and the integration is to

cell of volume A in the crystal

and (3"33) we obtaj-n

in the ordinarlz l-attice

be performed over a unit

lattice" From Eqs. (3.32)

dr-E. = *i *t?lvt?1"-li,l¡ ¿ú¡t\

tê*'¿

-2Ê.¿N)

)A
AV

where Gfi is the reciprocal lattice vector and is given by
I\

,2T , 12 ?'r \
t 

- 
i \J.J+/

d

By substituting Eq. (3.30) into
anw r¡a'l rrc of N

-ñ

"*'- 2t . ¿N
(3.32)

since exp(-i õ^, " il are linearlv independent. The quantity
N'

gl "- can al-so be expressed as Fourier coefficients as given-KrL\

in Eq. (3.30). Therefore by the use of Eq. (3.18), we

obtain

n
I
¡

ll
=lV-^l

Ik,N J

->
2m[E - V(r)]

1.---æ?-

/2z5 ("*
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J m(r) e

Where m(r) is the electron mass,
and not dependent on i. However.
write it to be a fwrction of r.
in Eq. (3.34). Ir is obvious thar
if m(i) is nor dependent on î.

+
when G,, = o.

t\¡

the reciprocal lattice vector

s.ay. Then the effective mass

'f'r2
Ãk-

,\ ("*' - 2È . ÈN) (3"34)

i G* t t- 
3dr

wlrich infact is the rest nass of electron
to facilitate mathenatical procedures we

This will help in getting rid of singulariries
nt* in Eq. (S.3S) would reduce to ,o

Since the integral tends to zero except

to be in the x-direction

carriers are defined by

"orN

where m(?) is the effective electron mas.s which is, in
general, a function of ?, and rq, is given by

t
\= 0

(3. 3s)

I

The quantity E: *, shown by Eq. (9.34), is the energy levelorN
->at k = 0. Equation (3.34) shows also that the energy is

quantized and depends on the quantum number N which can be

used as a band index. This equation has the following

features:

(a) An energy band UÈ,* can be determined within

the approximations given in Eqs. (9.24). and (3.27) if the

two parameters Uor* and. \ are known. The energy

splittings between 
"o,* 

and Eo,N+I can easily be measured

by spectroscopy methods or other means. However, \ is not

the measured effective mass for the Nth band, but it can be

re1ated to this value which is denoted by <m*-À
'"N

->
-N

of
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%" ñ-

't

2\

)=

12-o t1 .
F.¡¡

^.2dKx

n2o

;-ãx

/-l r tll a'*

(3" 36)

(3 " 37)

(3.38)

Now

rvhere the x-di-recLion is one of the principal axes of the
crystal" However, this is not the measured effective mass

since it is a function of the wave vector Ì. To find the
measured value of the effective mass we have to find. the
average val-ue of r/m*À with respect to the distribution

+-Nfunction f (k). Thus ,@ 1 * ?

l- -;- f (k)d*k
*d*I

m
ta

tt

(

Using Eq.

1

\

(3.36) we get

æa2
fil t , t

-@ âk-
x

The evaluation of Eq. (3.38) is

(r--2+k,2*t2)2xyz

æ

III
-æ

+?
f (k) d-*

I
= r(+>

I'l
"N

i] r tÈl a3r
tk*"*

given

- GN-

in Appendix I.

Eq. (3-34) can be completely determined in terms of the two

measureable quantities namely the energy splÌ_ttings at È = 0

denoted by EorN .rd the measured effective mass .*f,-_,\]N
(b) Another feature of Eq. (3.34) is that there

exists a singular point in the energy band UÈ,* -a

it is cl-ear that the energy band structur. EÈ,* given by

- a*'2k . G¡o (3.3e)
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ït should be noted that Pt(EÈ.,?) can be treated as

a slowly varying function with respect to i and thus

Eq. (3.24) is satisfied'. if EÈ,n (which is invariant in

space) is much greater than VË) (which is variant in space) "

Therefore this singularity may exist only in high energy

bands, that is, for large values of N. Therefore'if È .beco-¡nes

very large and very far from the energy band extremum, then

this analysis is not suitable for this case" It should be noted

that Eq. (3.34) is valid only in the region of the values of k:
?r¡ )n0.01 Cï), < k < 0.08 (-" ). The lower limit is deternined by the condition

)P; << 1 and can be neglected for higher values of k and the upper

lirnit which corresponds to about 1 eV as shown by Fig. (3.2) at 300"K

i.s deternined by the dininishing of the distribution function used in

Eq. (3.37).

. Horvever, it should be noted that the E - k relation at k below
1 ¡¡0.01(!u)isc1osetoparabo1icformandthattheregionof0.01(+)<-a'

1rk < 0.08 (-:-1 is nost important to high field transport phenomena-a'
because at high electric field more electlons tend to have energíes in

the corresponding range (see chapter 4).

Finally, it would be of interest to apply Eq. (3.25)

to a case with aperiodic potentiaf v(i) as mentioned

before" For exampler wê treat the coll-ision problem with

the analysis given in this chapter. Consider the potential

in this case is given by

Þ

v(r) =
T

(3.40)
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where B is a constant,. Equation (3"25) becomes

lUr ) = A[t * pu(E*,î)J exp ti È. ilt'È. , k

2m

= A[ 1 + -TT t"* - åt exp ti t . ìl
úttk' É r

_ô->+=D[l +å] exp (iÉ r)r

where D is a constant and
B

It is obvious that as r * -, V (i) -> 0 and Pk * constant with
respect to? " Then Eq" (3.41) gives the correct asymptotic

solution of the schrädinger equation in this particular
case if we take the directi-on or Ë to be in the z-direction
of the spherical coordinates.

3"4 Computed Resul-ts

Equation (3.34) can be written in the followincr
normalized form (see Appendix I)

Q=-

t=

n* *tÊ
k2m

(4 " 41)

(3.42)

(3"43)
x4

L - 2x
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Ì^¡here

and.

) 5kRT
N

(E*
k

-E

?"=

2(

*'""' f
-l,)*(¡¡

->
G*

(3 " 44)

(3 " 4s)[ = rTlc*l

temperature"

Eq. (3.43)

For small values of

reduces to the simple

r^. uLè- ¿\ (3.46)

figure 3.1 shows the normalized. energy band e-x
:as given by Eq. (9.43). The parabolic energy band. is

included also for comparison purposes.
" ït i= clear from Eq. (3.38) that when the measured

value of the effective mass.*å > changes its sign' \"N
changes its sign accordingly and in this case the energy

band shown in Fig . 3.1 will be reflected on the other side

of. the x axis. This is the situation between the upper

valence band and. the lower conduction band or vice versa-

Therefore curve a inFig. 3"1 can be considered as a

È i= taken in ð-. direction, K^ is the Boltzmarrn constant,
NIJ

and T is the absolute
r-à |k,/lcxl or for large N,

form
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ôto

2

10x

Fig. 3.1. The normalized energy
(a) on the base of Eq. (g:43) ¡

parabolic structure

band structure
(b) on the base of the
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universal curve for the energy bands in the range 0.01(þ < k < 0.08(f)

measured from the band extremum provided that the appropriate scales

for e and x corresponding to the appropriate values of to,* and

*
< nÈ > at the extremum in each band are used.tN 

The effect of temperature on the energy band structures

can be deduced easily from Fig. 3.1 if the temperature

dependance of the lattice constant a, the distribution

function f (Ì) , the energy sptittings at the band extremum

E^ ,, and. the measured effective maSS .4 t are known. Using
orN uN

the parameters for GaAs given in Tab1e 3.1 and choosíng the

top of the upper valence band at f1 5 as t'he zero energy

]evel, the scales for the lowest empty conduction band' with

extremum at I, in the direction 11001 can be calculated

easily for temperatures 4oK and 300oK and the results are

given in Table 3.2. since the atomic number of Ga is 31

and that of As is 33, there are 64 electrons per molecule

corresponding to 32 filled bands and. therefore, \^/e use

\l = 33 for the {irst empty band in the above mentioned

calculations. Using Eqs. (3.44) and. (3.45) the curve a in

Fig. 3.1 can be transformed into E-k curves: curve (a)

with <I/mft, > = 1/0. OBI m^ at 4oK and curves (b) and (c)'uNo
corresponding, ïespectively, to .f,/*å--t = I/0.065 m^ and'o
I/0.084 m^ at 300oK as shown in Fig. 3.2. Another E-k'o
curve (d) is included in Fig. 3.2 with .1/må--> = I/0.065 mo

"N
at 300oK computed by the È Ë .pptoximation [Pollak,
Higginbotham and Cardona, J-9661 for comparison purposes.

It should be noted that the curves a, h, c in Fig. s,2 are only for
?t¡ )ro.01 (fl) < K < 0.08 (a ) because the afore mentioned analysis is yalid

orrfy in this range.
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,¿3

z(} 2.0

I

z
1-Y- , ^tr¡ I.U

'ro' v,/<zTr / s)

Fig" 3.2. The energy band structure of the lower conduction
band of GaAs with Lhe ext.remum at r, Ín tire direction l_00
(a) the result transformed from nig. 3.1 for < t/#c, r/o.084mo
at 4"Kì (b) the result transformed from Fig. 3.I iUr
.r/4 t = r/0.065 mo at 300oK¡ (c) the result transformed from\:lr'l * -
Fig. 3. f for <t/*è^,r = I/0 "OB4 *o at 300oK; (d) the result of
Pollak, Higginbothäm and Cardona lLg66l for < t/n¿^,>= L/0.065mo
at 300"K. -N
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General features of the energy hand Structures can

be deduced from Fig. 3.2 such as the nonparabolicity, the

strong temperature dependence, and the sensitivity to the

measured value of the effective mass <L/ml
-N

features have naturally considerable effect on the transport

phenomena in any material. The d.iscrepancy between the

energy band structure according to the method described in

this chapter and that given by Po11ak, Higginbotham and

Cardona [1966] may be attributed to the different

approximations used in the two different approaches.

It is worthy to mention that for the case of known

lattice potential the oneelectronstate given by Eq. (3"22)

become completely known and the energy band structures "tn
be calculated by the expectation value of the Hamiltonian

of the system between two of such v¡ave functions. In this

case no approximations are needed" Therefore it becomes a

matter of corprôuise' between the approximations

introduced in this chapter; the approximations for the óase

of unknown lattice potentials on one hand, and the

approximations needed in assuming the lattice potential on

the other. The uncertainity of the assumptions of

constructing the lattice potential may suggest the u.se of

this method. It should also be realized that as each

method has its own advantages,it is not easy at present to

compare one method with others from the accuracy or

sophistication point of view just simply based. on the

presently available experimental results
We should like to emphasize that the advantage of our expression is that it
is analytic, simple and no assumptions concerning the lattice potential are

involved. The effect of temperature is explicitly shown in Eq. (3.44). We

do not need experimental data other than.*Ê.t and E_,, for our analysis. This

reduces possible errors introduced bv the iÏÏnr.rr.t."l'lo mânv êlcnêrinre.tn 1 ånl"e



CHAPTER 4

HTGH-FIELD DISTRTBUTTON FUNCTIONS OF

CARRIERS ÏN SEMICONDUCTORS

The carrier distribution function f is one of the

most important quantities which has to be determined before

the study of the transport phenomena is possible. The

distribution f unction varj-es with time, anrJ. is governed by

the externally applied field, ca::riêr diffusion, and the

scattering of the carriers with the carriers, the phonons,

and the impurities. These factors constitute the main

features of tìre Boltzmann equation" Generallyr w€ obtain

f by solving this equation with certain boundary conditions

and some necessary assumptions " In the absence of external

fields and in thermal equilibrinm, f for degenerate semi-

conductors nrust be the Fermi-Dirac distribution function.

But in the presence of external fields the net carrier

transport will disturb the equilib.rium condition and hence

f will be altered, At low fields the effect of all

scattering effects are usually treated by the relaxation time

approximation IConwe]-1, 19671 " There are many shortcomings

of the rel-axation time approximation and they have been

discussed in detail by Larv and Kao [1971], To avoid, using

this approximation, several methods have been introduced to

64
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solve this problem, such as the variational- method IHowarth

and Sand.heimer, 1953; Ehrenreich, I9591, the iterative

technique Inode , IgTO] , ithe Monte Carlo method [Kurosawa, 1966;

Rees, 1969; Fawcett, Boardman and Swain, 19701. In this

chapter we present a nev/ method to derive a general

expression for the distribution function as a function of

applied el-ectric field for fields of any strenqth and for
paraboric and nonparabolic energy bands as well as for non-

degenerate and degenerate semiconductors, This method is

based on the principle of deriving the Fermi-nirac clistri-

bution function, With the general expression for f we have

solved analytically the Boltzmann transport equation for

low and hiqh temperatures. We also present some computed

results to show the field dependence of f, the effect of

mixed scattering, and the effect of temperaturei and to

compare our results with those calculated bv other investi-

gators.

4.I General- Expression of the Distribution Function

With the fl-ow of carriers in a semiconductor under

the j-nfluence of applied fields, the carrier distribution

f unction wil-l- depend on the applied f ield and temperature;

and in the steady state it will be formed under such a

condition that the number of ways for arranging all carriers

in all- available energy states is a maximum [Huang, ]_9631 .

By taking into account the effect of applied el-ectric field 1
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the carrier distribution function is derived as fol_lows.

Suppose the energy states are divided ínto manv

compartments with N, el-ectrons and Gr states of energy E,

in the fÍrst compartment, N2 electrons and. G, states of
onorar¡ É' in the SeCOnd Comnârtmon+' NI elect.fOnS and. G,ur¡e o çvvrru uur[tJo! Lrlte]r L , ,n 

i 
c¿eu LI OIIS d..f]Q. 

J_

{-hstates of energy E. in the i"" compartment, and. so on. Then

the number of \,^/ays for arranging the totar N erectrons in
the total c states is given by

[a/ = 'lf
G. !

].

i=l N. ! (C. - N.) !
all-

The total number of electrons in the syst,em i.s

(¿ I \

N - ..L N. (4.2)

and the total- energy of the system is

E - .I NrE.; (4"3)
r-f

rf there is a net carrier transport, an addit,ionar condition
must be added, and it is

J - e .I NrV' (4.4)r=.1 - ri

where J is the current density, e is t.he electronic charge,

and V- is the rzoìncil-r¡ nf the carriers of the ith- 
F. 

v e¿vvr uJ v!
I
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compartment in the direction of the applied electric field
È. In thermal equilibrium and in the absence of the

externally applied electric field we should use onry the

conditions given by Eqs, (4,2) and (4.3). These conditions
impry that the carriers in each compartment have the same

energy. Therefore, these compartments are simply the

constant energy surfaces in the momentum space, However,

in the presence of an external- fierd these surfaces wil-r be

distorted, and for isotropic materials they wiIl be

symmetric around the direction of the field. For this
reason, a question may arise as to the correctness of
considering the compartments for carriers in the presence

of external fields as the constant energy surfaces. However,

if we divide each compartment into many subcompartments in
a way that the carriers in each subcompartment not only
have the same energy but also the same verocity component in
the direction of the applied fierd, then all the conditions
given by Eqs - (4 - 2) , (4 . 3 ) and (4.4) wil-t be satisf ied. The

subcompartment is formed by the intersection of a cone with
the constant energy surface, the axis of the cone being in
the direction of the appried field and the cone is confined

within an angle 0 from its srant height. Equation (4.3) is
the necessary condition for a system to have a constant
total- enerqy, whire Eq" (4.4) is the necessary condition for
a system to have a steady current f1ow" Based on this

argument the vel-ocity component vri in the ith subcompartment
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is thus given by

ãk-
Vo = (--) cos 0 (4.5)

m"I

where m* is the effective mass, õ. is planck's constant

divided by 2Ir , ki_ is the magnitude of the wave vector l., ,

and 0 is the angle between l- anA Ë, the 1atter being

taken in the z-direction only,

Using the method of Lagrange multipliers, the

condition for the number of ways for arranging N electrons

in G states to be a maximum is

;*-{r"l.J+cr(N- I Nr)+ß(E- I N-E.)
oN.l- L=r l=r

+y(J-e I N.V,.))=o G.6)
1=f I 't'r

Using Stirling's formula, the solution of Eq, (4.G) gives
N, I

1

% 
= 

". ßnru G.7)
I * e ! r¿

Hence, the carrier distribution function is

0+ßli #cos0 (4. B )

1*e

This is the carrier distribution function under an externally
appried electric field. For thermar equilibríum conditions

and under no external fields, the cond.ition given by
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Eq. (4.4) does not exisf-, that is y - O, and Eq. (4.8)

reduces to the Fermi=Dira'c distribution f,unction as expected

However, when Ê I 0, y must be field dependent. Since

Eq. (4.8) is valid for any E-k relationship, this
dj-stribution functjon shourd be applicable for both non-

degenerate and degenerate semiconductors with either
parabolic or nonparabolic band structure.

Equation (4.8) can be reduced to some forms which

have been generarly used und.er simil-ar conditions in the
past. For nondeg'enerate semiconductor with a parabolic

band structure, Eq. (4.8) can be approximated to

.-o - ßr .# cos 0
C-^

2 2 *20 on2 ^," "o" o,2
= .-o 

- *;ff-.q - # (t + I ßt -) (4. e)

The first two terms in the exponential of Eq. (4.g)

are independent of k. Equation (4.9) is generally referred.
to as the displaced Maxwellian distribution function
lFröhlich and paranjâpê, r956] wittr the displacement vector
given by

, Yecos0O=-

BI
(4.10)

where ß - I/RBT; Kg is the Boltzmann constant and T is the
temperature of the el-ectrons.
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By rewriting Eq. (4.9) in the form

-o-ßE #cosof =e e

yeñk
o

-x 
Lvù v

= fo(li)e "'

= f (E) tt - Yelík ^^- ^\^or", 1r - l{ cos u)

(4.11)
= fo(E) + kue(E)

with fo(E) : e-c[ -ßE, kF = k cos 0 and g = -foyeh,/m*.

Equation (4.11) is the distribution function used. by conwell

and Vassell [1966] for their study of the transport
phenomena, but they obtained this by expanding f in a serj-es

of Legendre polynomiars and cutting off the series after the

second term

rt is clear that the displaced Maxwel-1ian function

cannot be used for nonparaboric energ'y band structures,
while Eq. (4.11) cannot be used for high fields. Besides,

both of the two approximations cannot be used for degenerate

semiconductors. rn the following we sha]I determine the

carrier distribution function based on the general

expressi-on given in Eq. (4.8) by solving the Boltzmann

transport equation.

4.2 Boltzmann Equation and Scattering Mechanisms

The Boltzmann equation for a many-valley semiconductor

is given by lButcher, 19671
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where i and j stand for the ith and the jth valley, the

diffusion term being negrected as usual for the high field

conditions. The first term on the right-hand side is the

rate of change of fi (È) due to the appJ-ied fierd, which is
given by

dr. (k)

ðt

âr- (Ë)
t-lrt ât 'F

+
ãf lL\--j \r\/

ct/ t-l

: ' ãt rii
J"

(4.!2)

(4.13)
af- (Ë)

Il-l' ljt 'F
ê->

--.nr
-+

v, f. (k)
KI

The second term is the rate of change of f. (É) due to

various scattering processes.

To simplify the matter, it is necessary to introduce

some assumptions. These assumptions \{ould not affect
getting a realistic picture of the distribution function in
a semiconductor under consideration. These assumptions are

(a) The semiconductor is nondegenerater so that the

effect of carrier-carrier scattering can be ignored

because the carrier concentration is so smalr- that the

carri-ers are mostly scattered by the lattice vibrations
lFröhIich and paranjâp€, 19561.

(b) The energy-band structure is parabolic. This

assumption has been shown in the previous chapter to be

not true. Hovrever, by choosing the appropriate effective
mass the error wiII be decrea.sed to a minimum.

(c) The external applied field È is uniform across

Lhe sample. This means that the applied electric field is
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not high enough to cause space-charge effects such as the
formation of domains. so we conf ine oursel_ves to scat.tering
mechanisms due to phonons of different types denoted by s.

Thus the second term on the right-hand side of Eq. (4.r2)

may be written in the form lgutcher, 1967].

-+
dr- (k)

It ât
r-J

f . (Ë)
1

t
=l

I

I,.

- {tl

l.\ -+ -+
c-\l/ 1Ë,Ë') t{N^r, (Ë') -(N-+1)rJ sJ s

"f 
. (Ë) -(Ns+l) fl(Ë') Ì6 {n.

]ô{E.fËl-r.(t')-trr,r}JS

(È')-e. (È)4a"ÌloÈ'
(4 .L4)

(4.15)

The four terms in the integrand represent the
transition from state Ë in the ith vall-ey to state È, in

J- l^the j"' val]ey, and vice versa by emission and absorption
of one phonon of type s with wave vector t fÈ-Ê'l and

angular frequency os. By assuming that the phonons remain

in termal equilibrium at the lattice temperature To, the
number of phonons of type s folrows the Bose-Einstein
statistics

4u
N" = [e*p açrr, - 1]-1

The strength of the scattering is controlled by the
/q\function c]]'which depends on the type of phonon and the

magnitude ti-Ë' ¡. Therefor" cjl) can be written in rhe formr_l

^ 
(s)
1J = ol;, lÈ _ Ë,1. (4.16)
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For different types of scatterings the (s) and. r are

changed as foll-ows:

when r = -2, (s) -+ (0) for optical-mode scattering;
when r = L, (s) -> (a) for acoustic-mode scattering;
when r = O, (s) -) (ij I for intervalley scatterj_ng.

The general form of Eq, (4.f6) enables us to make

corrections for the assumptions made in deducing the values
1qìof C..:' for difforont- Èrzna5 of scatterings. It also helps-aJ

in mixing various types of scatterings together by taking
the value of the parameter r between -2 and I, and the
quantity oìì' would be different from that for a singte
type of =".i.t.ring. The discrepancy between the theoreticar
and experimental results for the transport parameters

[Ehrenreich, 1960] may be attributed to some factors, one of
which is the inaccuracy in determining the scattering
parameters. The simple form of Eq. (4.l-6) helps in
evaluating or measuring both oÍ?)an¿ r.

The magnitude of ttre wavl vector of the phonons may

be written as

lÈ - È'l = [r2 + k,2 - zrt,u ]å (4.17)

in which

u= cos O cos gr + sin 0 sin O, cos (ó _ø,)
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where k and k' are the

Ë' whose directions are

O' are thej-r azimuthal

respectively.

divide

follows

(i)

and Eq. (4

magnitudes of the wave vectors È and

0 and 0' from the z axis, and Q and

angles about the z axis,

For mathematical_ simplicity,

the energy range of phonons

it is advantageous to

into three regions as

High-energy phonons

For thj-s case -ñt-r=

L4) reduces to

N
Þ

(ii¡ Low-energy phonons

For this case åu;=

and Eq. (4.14) reduces to

J

S

âfr (Ê)(-i¡--) (s)_ | -(s)tv
r | | f ì

f'
(É,t') [¡

with

ô, = ô
T

and

ô_ = ôtnrtÊl E,(È') -.ho=J
rn this range of phonon energies, optical, porar-optical,
and intervalley scatteringis may play a rore in the transport
phenomena, and at very low temperatures the acoustic
scattering may arso become important. This case is
usually encountered at low temperatures.

-+
IE. (K

J

+f
_afr(k) (s) 

I| ^ r _l' âr ,ij - 
I
I

'j

fo\ + +*".ìj' (lc,k') (ô++ o_) Ir: (-È')-r. rÈ)l¿È' (4.1e)
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\,yhef e

KT
¡.r-Bo
^'s - ãìõ- 'ù

(4.20)

(4.2r)

(4.22)

," = ¡Ë - È' 1,r",

and v" is the vel-ocity of sound which may be considered

to be constant for this case the linear portion of the
dispersion curve for phonons. This case is usually
encountered at high temperatures and the dominant

scattering is of the acoustic type.
(iii) Intermediate-energy phonons

For this case 'ho.r= o KBto; no approximations

of the type made in the previous two cases can be made co

simplify Eq. (4.14) . This case is general and compl_icated,

and will not be dealt within this chapter.

we shall begin with case (i) for low temperature

and case (ii) will be treated in a similar manner l-ater.

A High-Energy phonons

From Eqs. (4.16) and (4.L7 ) we have

"(s) - ,..,(s) ft2 + k'2 - 2kkt u 7'/2tii - uil LN

The function , /clfìl' can be expanded in a series of Legendre

polynomials Pr. (u) as
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^ \Þ,1
rJ

æ

Ld- n Pt (u)

Using Eqs. (4 .22)

be determined and

a (k. k') = 
(2n- + 1)

n' 2

and (4.

¡L
It.
J-r

23) , the coefficienLs a

ed as

can

Df:)
l_J [t2+ k'2 -

r/2
2kkru I n,., (u) du

using the addition theorem of the spherical- harmonics,

namely

P,, (u) = 1,#rr r!-" Y*. (0, ó) ": (0, ,0,)

becomes

0+
^nuf,{ei{'lt: (Ë' ) 6*k' 2s ino, do, dk, dp,

as follõws

- 2kk',rlt/2rrr(u)du

e, ultei/,sdo ' dó,

I,/n(k,k, ¡¡t2dk,

Lsin o,y'n(or'þ)ao, aq,

I+"di*u:u:.t¡ü

æ+x
n=o

We denote

I{ (k.kn'

(

"!?eø:ltj
eqrals

2 * k'2

0

Z-
n

I'n
I cí rt-*^
I

It"l0t-
l'J

r2l rtttltl
Jo J

1I

o

,2

o

j

I!"1y=l-n 
I

sr, (k) 
i.

(k')..
r_J

I

J

F R 4r .-L*... -+l o

,,!o ¿f_n ä* ui'@øSr 
rci,l I a,v!çalf)6_ri 2si",,0, 

d0, dk, d6,
la

n
r. 4lT

9.!-n TÃt

some int
rL
I') = I fr
J_1

(4.23)

(4.24)

(4.2s)

(4.26)

(4 .27 )

(4.28)

(4 .2e)

cos 0t

(4.30)
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p. t - o ,')t" (k)ij = I 
ô*I.r,,(k, k' ) t;(k'). .k .dk'

,j

the evaluation of the above integrations

Appendix II.. It is shown that the integra
appreciable only when n=0 and. n=I (Append

Eq. (4.26) takes the form
ðfo (s) r \Í rl fs) +rat Jr¡ = - zn nll/ tri(Ë) so(k)r, _ *' {411

(4.3r)

being shown in
Is W (k, k' ) aren

ix II). Therefore

mo /' \to trc/ ij
(4 .32)

-lE n-o_ 

^l 
41r 

cos u .r.1 (k) r, J

ey-Eubstit-ùtins uL. f¿.el *f-" in. (4.13) we obrain:

-âfr_ ^ y_.elí ,,(k_K.)lï+l =$p¡-À-+R-*<2\* "í/ + -}tãt'o ={, u(ii- + ßJ __"- cos 0)[1 - fi(k)]f . (k) (4.33)

-)
where K. is the wave vector at the extremum of the ith
val]ey. By substituting Eqs. (4.32) and (4.33) into
Eq. (4-72) we obtain the generar Boltzmann equation.

. --Y-id ., (k - ¡<.)
ã FI*T- + ß. 41¿ - 

-'i¿
-n - mi pi ¡, _-4¡- cos 0l[1 _ fiCÈll¡ifÈl

B. Low-Energy Phonons

Following the same procedure, the general Boltzmann

equation for low-energy phonons can be expressed as fol_lows:

- r" 
rt 

oÍ;' tr.(È)ro(k)rj 
*rfrr.l.. mcos 0 rï(k)ijj = o'n'tn'
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e

-Á

f .,ã , (k - K_,)
Fi*l- * ßr4 

=+ 
cos ol tr - r. (È) lri(È)

al

zn ¡ J(")
jij

- 'where

+l
if - (k)s^(k)*.

r v rJ

(s)
n Ll ,r
"{-i hR'

4v

(4.3s)
LUbU T

¡O
/t \ ì

. \,./ii J - '

(4.36)

(4 .37 )

( ¿, ?e \

I',.,(u)du

)..k'2dk' 
(4'39)

1l

I

/4Tl

,or'(k)..
olJ

(k, lc'¡¡'2dk'

,{(r) _
1J

s (k)..
n1J

I

"r, 
(k 

'

I
I

_l_I
I

J

lo
N

tl '

)r:

(--
- 2kkf ul"

(ô, + ô
T

lr
Itu'*
i_1

| 'i.,J
tf rol,, + o-)wl (k, k'

-L
¡2y.eTlkl rl-rr.,,1..r

J

(k'

4"3 Analytical Solution of Boltzmann Equation

For the case of high energy phonons (or at 1ow

temperatures), it is clear that Eq. (4.34) with the integrals

given in Appendix II has no sJ-mple solution. To obtaj_n an

analytical solution, v/ê make the following assumptions

(aJ rÈt (4 .40)

This condition is well- satisfied, since for

nondegenerate semiconductors expIa +ß E+ (V e'hk/m* ) cosO ] >> l;

1.

I

ti i )

+where k.
)

is defined by

(4.41)



{z^*ry'n')' (e + trur" o jr' + 
^j

(4.42)

rn this expression we assumed the jt^ subband to be parabolic

and its ext.remum to have an energy A ,

-L

-l

h^

7

cr i r¡an ì-rr¡

=4t2(k R))2/ 2m*.l (4 .43)

(4 .44)

(L ¿qt

(4 .46)

The condition Eq. (4 " 4I) is equivalent to

lv, I

+rr ñ
'-l

efectron mobility in the subband.

where

and u1 is thel
Therefore

_-+ ,,+, *v = nK.,/m.
)J',f

.rh
J

lv.,l "l*, 2e¡l .F

This relation shows that conditj-on (ii) is applicable for
lt+
lYr I : 0 corresponding to F = 0 up to extremel-y high val_ues

of lV-. I for any desired practical- values ot È.
J

From Eqs. (4.40) and (4.4L) we obtain the fol_lowinq

useful- re]ation

2efrY.l< . 
*

/rì"î r =/rt ,'l,tJe J

.fiw1.* I-'. , j."j \

NJQ(I?.r: , pr \!
JJ

l*e

.K
+ ío ) - :S y.k.-s m, .l 

JJ"
efi--ï:
m.

a
J

Y.k.+JJ
1*e

0, * ß, (A + {ro_) +
JJS
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Ì/fi m.
,t

.-L
e1íy. k . '

JJ

\eny ,k.+

-J_j-_m:
J

=zãf..(n+

0n{t+(e

fio)
s-

- 1) f ,
J

1r + lo") )

Using Eq. (4.47), rhe

to (see also Appendix

.i-.1-^---r ^ -o rr,rnregral-" To (k) ij

(4.47)

ô
and Ti (k). , reduce

' l-l_J

?*
, t rår' rE-^i) ",*x. ] 2+$2 f / z- 

;u
(4 .48)

tl (k)r: = r. (E +lo")

?-\
c-J 1r.12
ÁLJy'n

-L(k: - K.)J J'

ttl

x(;
\p=o

r(2p _;)

f (- ;)r(2p+1),å * o,

and

_o,, ,r 
1 
(K/; 

_,

2m'.

X r2{"(+)z
4'

11 f . (E + õo")

| (2p+1 - ;)
| (- ;) r Qp+z)

ì "t, 
(E)r' (E

t

1n-Ar)-' * *, 
J

^tk-"'i -!t/3T1 (--*) k_'
.Á" J

Cr.] - rr l

11:20)
J/

cos 0

VII
"IDËo

+p)

¿m. t .

t{ (+) nG¡-A.,) +r. }2+t+21'/2-2p-7
,ú.t r' --i' '"j J

2^tY!¡¡rj l_ t

X tz{( .r)-' (E-^.)n +
4' r-

Therefore: Eg . (4.34) reduces

'2

+tío )
S

'"\
K- ) r.lt zp-rr 

)rJ/

to

(4 .4e)

L1 (E) fi (D) = (4.s0)
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where

Lr (E)
Y, eñ

FF r
Il-

]-
(4. s])

e
4l

and Hf5 (n) = - Tr

,#,0î'
^(s) 4\" J'rj 4*,

. zm. ,

t{ (-+)'i(E-L.¡', +y,,,}2+u.12 f /2-zp
,11'rlJ-f (- ;) r(2p+1),å * o,

f(2p + 1 -

r(- å) r(2p+z) aå n o,

rczp - å) 2m.rr
t 2{ (+) a çn-!.,)a

l'L- ¿ '

* r<rrt]:2)

T

\P=o

t\
2',

2m.Y
J+t(")t,-

- sn oÍ?) l':, ' 
"o" 

2 
or.r (k; _ Kj )

o_l

[1 q,þ¡!eqn-a* ) "+K,]'*ú'1r 
/2-2P-L

,'.lrr l r. JJ

^ 2mi , 1 \
x fer a+r4 çn-tr)" + rrtr.]J2o*t )ríL./

(4.s2)

It is clear that the above treatment can be applied

to cases with any number of conduction subbands. However,

we shall use GaAs as an example for the following treatment.

There are two conduction subbands in GaAs, and they are

Iocated at the centre of the Brillouiu zone (f point) and at the

edge of this zone at the symmetry points designated by X

in the direction [100] .[Ehrenreich, f960]. By d.enoting the

Iower subband with lhe subscript 1 and the higher subband

with the subscript 2, Eq. (4.50) becomes

L.(u)f.(E) = ll,.(E)f,(u +ão-) + H,"(E)f"(tr +'fro^)1' I' Il-' I' s- L¿' ¿- s

(4.53)
L2(E) r2$) = ll21(E)f rln +,ñr,:") + n22G)f Z(n +21íu-r")
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-
I 

tr,u n^,")l lìrrrur ,rr(ol | '-rrurrr,u,lI l= | I I I (4.54)

Ltr,u*^'", I l_trtcol trr(t)_J 
lrr,u,tr<ur_J

where

Therefore, Eqs. (4.53) can be written in matrix form as

f oll-ows

r-r I - fr¡ ì-1L"i -iJ t.r.i ir.J
(4"s5)

Thus",carrier distribution function for the first subband is

f1(E +,ftr") = Jtt(¡)Lf(u)fr(E) + .lrr(u)i.r(E)f2(E) (4"s6)

This difference equation is simply a mathematical- expression

of the physical process that the change of the electron energy

E by linu_ through the absorption or emission of a phonon of
Þ

energiy'hc,l= causes a corresponding change of the values of

the carrier distribution function. This is of course a

natural consequence. Since the magnitude and d,irections of

the phonon wave vectors are random, while their energy is

discrete and equals ät:, it is convenient to change the

argument of the carrier distribution function from wave

vector dependence to energy dependence. Furthermore, f in

Eq. (4.8) with the energy in the argument enables an easy

calculation of Eq. (4.14) and the quantities T: (k) . -. ando 'r-J

T? (k) :-, given by Eqs. (4.48) and (4.49) , whi-ch lead to thef ' 'l_-l

"o.rrr"tlron of the Bol-tzmann equation into the difference
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equations.

If we confine ourselves to the el-ectron enerqy

Âr < E a Az, then f2(E) = 0. This implies that fr(E)

diminishes at E ì Lz. For this caseeEq. (4.56) becomes

f1 (E +4o") = .J11(E)Lr (E)f1 (E)

By denoting

À-;-
4)U

s

Eq. \4.5/) þecomes

(4 .s7 )

(4.s8)

f,(x + 1) = Jtl(*)Ll(x)f,(x) (4.5e)

This is a dj-fference equation which has the following

sol-ution

(4"60)

+ t(11

å *" iJrr(x)Lr(x)l
fr(x) = Ae

where ¡ j-s the difference operator and A is a normalization

constant. Thus by combining Eqs. (4. B ) and (4.60 ) 5 we

obtain
1

.Cn A + fr0,rprr(x)Lr(x) I = - cr1 - ßi6or"x

.y,ú 2*lt , Â, (4'61)
- -l-- cos O[ (- L s,4, I ,'z

ni Luù v..\ 
A2-) 

t"-¿%J
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which gives

ln [Jr I (x)f,r (x) I = ßrhos
o-É%ffcos

\|t

zm, nûJ
I "\'/v
\ t / \rL

l1

Âr4ì . -)i.'-/
'hûJ Þ̂

/ À a4\. \+"o¿)
Therefore 

A("-#)
s

If we choose the
Èh-È /\ - rr -'ldLIrC1L ol l,/ d¡

Un [Jtl(*) Lr(x)] = - ßru -

* ßtÂr

coordi-nates of the E-k

Kt = 0, we obtain

Hzz

vreñt<
--T- COS*l

Yrelt<,_-.--Ì'_-cos*i
relationship such

I
2

ì
,!

L

-RF"1" Y1 cos 0 Elítu
= {.t /r¡\r /nr'l s

'-11."rLrI\D.t r

Since f I (E) - exp[-d1-ßrE- (y,ehkr/mf ) cosO] , the carrier

distribution function can be written in the form

f1(E)="-ot 
{J11(E)

1I-2 erfilc

"'l

(4.63)

(4 " 64)

4.6s)
nE/líut

Ll(E) 
] 

s

where n is a factor taking a value between I and 2 depending

on whether ßrE is larger or smaller than (Vrellk/mf)cos 0.

At low temperatures n is expected to be approximately

esual to 1"

By applying the same argiument

we obtain the followinq rel-ation for

in determining Li (E) ,

small values of 0

rY

lnle r f-(E)l- r'-'-7ilE 
,

<-*l -' cos o
4-

ct-
.tfr(E)-{ , 2eF\- nãH H -t{ t{"LI"22 "L2"2r
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NE(s) .rio
-trÌorj so(E)li)} s =o u"66)

J-

It should be emphasized that Eq, (4.66) is unique because it reduces to Fermi-

Dirac distribution function when F * o as y + o. Thrs can be deduced from

Eq. (4.64)

For large values of e, Eq. (4.8) reduces to the Fermi-Dirac
distribution function

For the case of low-energy phonons (or at high
temperat"r:."] Eq. (4.53) becomes

L; (E)fr(E) = H11(E)f1 çn +ãco") * Hrz @)f z (n +'ñor")

,+ nir{ulr, {n -,nco") * 
"lr(E)fz G. _rlu;

,
Lz (E)fz(E) = Hzr(E)fr 6n +,ñr,r") * ,rr(E)rz {e +,nc,:")

,* rrr(E)fr (n -,no") * n'rr(x)rz (E _rúrs)

(4 .67 )

where

, -oYrd , (k-t<*) l¿.1 |rrtnl =,fftt= * g{ -q-- cos 0l - 2r t orj" to 1k)rj (4.68)

and Hr', (E) can be obtained from Eq. (4"52) by replacing rt)

with r-1, ana tl with kJ which is given by

*.
2m. ,

k; = (3)L (n -,lu^ - Â. ¡t" + K. ( 4 .69)J,SJJ
.ñ-

In the energy range Á,r < E . Lz: r" can set f, (E) : 0 and

f , (E-ñcrt=) = 0" Thus Eq" (4"67 ) reduces to
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, H., , (E) Hr l (E)
Lr(E)rt(E) = [Htt(E) -:ffiJtt 1r +alo")

, Hr, {u)rf , {r)* [trr (E) - 
æ- 

]fl(E -,áo") G..O)

If f ,(E/1nu=) is assumed to be in the form

At
.F Æ,-

î t_-ì _ ^-1'2,. ,l - c
L ' LIU)q

it can be shown that the solution of Eq. (4.70) is given by

(4.7r)

(4 .7 2)

a t)f1(E)-(Lr (E)r{1,' (n)_¿lil* \-L f

tt, (

E

,\li;-
]'t) s Irt,, I' ./ ¡ zi ttr, (E)

li)(

t
I
tl

I

2

(
I
22

E

H

H.^(
L¿

,F\ H12 (E) Ìt2l (E) ,
tt (¿/- ---_O_-l [Hrr (E) _--22'"

EE

I

(

)
lLI

¿--7
o\z

l
¿

)
-l =o

-t -1j-

4.4 Computed Results and Discussion

The solution of Eq. (4.66) shows that the quantity
cÍ,

e -fl (E) can be expressed in the form

uotrr(E) = ¡/ (¡) + c (4 .7 3)

where c is a constant which depends on the applied fierd and

can be determined by employing the fotlowing boundary

condition
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fr(E) -r o E-'-

'l 
-1q-*\-1n*-MK.S.unítse'

o

10 -- M.K.S. units

(4 .7 4)

rn the following we shalr confine ourselves to the carrier
distribution function for the case of high-energy phonons

(that is to say.ho= > KeT) , since it is of direct interest
to the study of el-ectron transfer between conduction

subbands in multivalrey semiconductors at low temperatures.

For the purpose of demonstrating the above mentioned

carculations we choose an n-type GaAs material as an

example. rn this semiconductor the bottom of the first
va]]ey in the conduction band is l-ocated at the centre of
the Brillouin zone (000) with the electron effective mass

mf = 0-067 *o and that of the second val-Iey at (r00) with
mf = 0.35 m0, where mo is the rest mass of the electron,
the energy separation between these two valleys Ar-A,

being 0.36 ev. The value of the distribution function
f'(E) has been computed under various conditions and the
resul-ts are presented and discussed bel-ow.

The values of n!9) rna o(.i.j)ror n-Gals ârê .'ir¡onl-r J-l rqnÐ qls vtt=" bY

IButcher, Lg67]

(o)
D,, =al-

(r¡ )
l)E

1J

2e0Jo ,r
ad \-

Ó

-)ll t1_-=
^2HT 

^/,tvw. .cu
and
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where ûr0 is the angular frequency of the optical phonons,

E- and e s ä.r€, respectively, the dielectric constants at
infinite and zero frequencies; õ-- is the deformationr_l

potential field for the transferred phonons between the ith
+Ìì

and j-" subbands [vassell and conwerl, 1966], which is taken

to be 5 x 108 eVcm 
t; p, is the denq'ifrz ef the semiconductor,-d

and ûr. - is the phonon f requency at ',/üave vector *- -R- . Wel-l ----J -'i --j'

choose the val-ue of Dii to I:e of the order of l0-r8 mks

units in order to examine the effect of mixed optical and

intervalley scatterings since this value farls within the

va]ue, of the upper ald lower limits ;qhich correspond to
{-}rac¿ {-r^rn +.'^es of scattering as discussed in section 4.2.uJÀrçr v! Ðvquuç!frrv aÐ \¿IÐu(lÞÈ

A decrease of the val-ue of oij corresponds to an increase

in weight of the intervalley scattering, and in turn

corresponds to an increase of electron transfer from the'

lower to the upper valley and consequently leads to current

instabilities.

Figure 4.I shows the carrier distribution function
as a f unction of Efi¡,u. f or applied electric . f iel_ds of
strengths I and Z xv/i.n We chose C. in this case to ber_l

-ì A2 x 10 lk-k'l - and O=0. It should be expected that the

tail of the distribut.ion curve has a slop.e equal to : -E/K"T.

From this fact one can realize that the case for n=l

corresponds to that for T=OoK, and the case for n:1.02

corresponds to that for T=30o.K. lve chose al-so the phonon

energy 4itd= = 0.01 ev" From this figure the tail of curve (c)
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Fig. 4.I. Oistribution function of el_ectrons in (000)
valley in n-GaAs for Cii = .2 x 10-1t lÈ-È'l-' , 0 - 0o and
hr==0.01 eV. (a) F-2k7/cmrn=1; (b) F-LkV/cm,
11 = l-; (c) F - I kV/cmr rr = I.02r (d) Maxwellian distribution
at F = 0 and T = 30oK for comparison purposes.
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is clearly parallel to the Maxwel-lian distribution curve (d)

for the same temperature and phonon energy" By comparing

curve (a) with curves (b) and (d) it is clear that the

higher the applied' electric field' the motre electrons

acquire higher energies'

ïn Figure 4.2 we replace the value of 
"lj 

to

I x lO-1 
t 
ll-1, I 

-'. In this case the increase of the external

field wi-Il cause a decrease in the distribution function

throughout the whole energy range' This trend' is just

oppositetotha-:showninFig.4.l,indicatingthatthereis

acriticalvalueofoijbetowwhichthedistribution

function reverses its trend of response to the applied field'

Thts pheno¡renon rnay be expìatneo by tne fact that when Olj is

large the couplrng between electrons and the lattice is'large and therefore

the nunber of electrons transfernng to the upper suboands is less and

hence the increase of appìred field F results in an increase of the

number of electrons with hi;gh energies. But when Ðfj is smajl' the

coupting rs small, and hence the probabi'lity of electron transfer to

upper suboands increases. Tnis is why rn this case the trend of the

cnange of_ f with F is reversed.

Figure 4-3 shows the effect of the parameter r" By

changingrfrom-2to-I.gssothatthescatteringisa
mixedscattering,andcomparingtheresultswiththosein
Fig.4.2,itcanbeSeenthatthedistributionfunction
increasesconsiderablywíthaslightd,ecreaseinthevalue
of r, particularly in the low-energy region' This indicates

the importance of mixed scattering processes
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Fig. 4.3. Distribution function of el-ectrons in the (000)
valley in n-GaAs for Cii = I x 10-I8þ-t'l-t'", O = 0o and
hr"=0.01 eV. (a) F-2kr/cm¡n=t; (b)F-Lk:v/cm,
t1 = 1.

301510
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Figure 4"4 shows the effect of thè angle 0. It is
clear that the distribution function is not sensitive to a

smalI variation of 0. This result can be seen directly
from Eq. (4.8) and indicates that the maximum anisotropy

approach lBaraff, Lg64l in which the d.istribution function
is represented by a delta function in the direction of the

applied field is far from the actual situation.

However, for large values of 0 (=n/2) , the distribution
function wilt decrease strongly and tends to become the
Maxwellian distri-bution

Figure 4.5 gives the compari-son between the results
of the present calculations and the corresponding ones of
vassell and conwell [1966] for F = 2"4 Rv/cn," rn order to
use the mixed scatterihg rapproximately similar to that
used by Vassel and Conwell, we used Cr, = 2 x lo-tt lÈ-È'l-',
0 ='0o and. n = 1.05 which c.orresponds approximaLely to
T - 293oK. The results based on this calculatíon deviates
markedly from the Maxwellian distribution much more than

that of vassell and conwell especially at high energies.
Based on Fig. 4.5r ârr appreciable portion of erectrons
have energies extending to the bottom of the upper subband

The rnain source of the dtsagreenent is due to truncation of the expansion

of the distrrbution function done by varre'il and conwell, who used onìy rvro

terms of Legendre series which has been proved not accurate by Law and Kao

ll97lJ, whiie the trearment of wassef and Kao does not involve this

approximation. So we can claim tnat our results are more accurate than theirs

from theoretical anatysis point of víew.
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CTIAPTER 5

THE EFFECT OF NONPARÀBOLIC ENERGY BAND STRUCTURES

ON THE HIGH-FIELD CARRIER DISTRIBUTION FUNCTIONS

In this chapter we first present a general distribu-

tion function based on the energy band structure developed

-i n f-h¡ntor ? - l'he naramef qrs used in this distributionf l¡ V¡¡qÈ/ uç! J .

functíon will be cal-cul-ated in terms of some known physical

orrantities in Section 5.I. At certain high f iel-ds the

distribution function turns to be a complex quantity. The

cal-culation of this critical fiel-d for this occurrence and

t- ho nhwsi r:a I 'i ntprnretaf ion of this f eature will be givenu¡rç yr¡J r rvs !

in Section 5.2.

Distribution Function of Carriers in Non-Parabolic

Enerqv Band Structures

According to Eq" (3.34), the energy

for the ith sub-band can be written in the

band structure

following form:

-hq tii - R. lu
' I'E+EKrr Ora

where the extremum of

^! -.^^r 
-)

d-u d- wo.vs vcu,lOI K. .t

20<m*>l KuT

rhthe i"" sub-band

For mathematical

L^- Etld,Þ ctrr slrçrY) 'o, i

si-mplicity we \,viI1

(s.r)
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consider

scalar "

+h
trne r-

form

fi (3) =

the effective nass <m*>

Thus, the distribution

subband given bY Eq " (4 
"

isotropic and

carriers in
written in the

. tobe
I

function of

8) can be

r*"*p rar+ßi (;#*-BÐlÈ-R. I 
u*yi c;ftt lÈ-*, I cos

= expl-si - ßik'u - Yik'cos 0l (5 "2)

where

| = li_?i I

A14

2 0<m* ti*"t

<m*>

In chapter 3 ruê haye nenti.oned that Eq. [3.3.4) and nence Eq'

-2*. .2
Ls.l) are valid for 0.01 ({l t k < 0'08 tfl)' But since tne

distribution functions given in Fig.s 4.1 to 4'5 show that at high fÍelds

most of eìectrons occupy states in this ranger we assune that the

extension of Eq. (5..l) to the band edge would not int'roduce a serious

error.

Foracompletedeterminationofthecarrierdistri-
bution function given by Eq. (5.2). we have to determíne

oi, ßi and y:. ünr"" conditions are required. to determine

these three parameters for each subband" Ïte may choose the

following three conditions:

k, = lÈ'

ßi= ßi

Yi=Yi

(.5.3)

etf

L
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(i) the concentration of carriers in the ith subband

o

(ii) the mobility of carriers in the ith subband

which can be calcurated from the average d.rift velocitv

therefore

u L = ! I_ k' cos o ri (Ê,) d3ko (s.s)nt<m*>.F 
Ê¿È"

+->av>i and F are taken in the z-direction.
(iii) the average effective mass of carriers in trre

ith subband defÍned bv:

l-r
n i = | r., ti'l d3k' (5"¿)

ksk

1 = + |. ,lT,- r. (È,) d3k,<m*>i n#, f{f âk2 r- r-

o

Therefore, using Eq. (5.1) we obtain

.11çü>i=i I ürrtÈ')d3k'
J- +¿ ;>K<K

.**ri = # l, k,2 fi (È,) d3k, (s.6)---i-'Bt lr + L
ksk

To stmp]rfy matter t.te assL{¡üe that the average dynamic effective mass
given in Eq. (5.0¡ rs equaì to the average effective mass defined in
Eq. (5.5):
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The vector È^ is used. as the radius of a sphereo

which contains all the carriers in the ith vallev aÈ zero

temperature and zero external field. The vector t rKo Can .Þe

related. to the carrier concentratior Di in the usual

nanner" It is well known Lhat the wave vectors of carriers
in a crystal can only take certain values in the r".ipro..l

' lattice given by

)qnk=äM (5"7)

t¡here n is a positive or negative integer and takes tlre
values

MM- t. tr < * ä Cs.B)

and M is the number of unit, cel1s in the f.und,amental

domain of the crystal" Thereforer wê have

'k
2 r f 1 f'n lTt I o ."Di=õ*Àr r=--- J I I k.si¡0dódedk CS.9L! "' k-Ëo (2n\3 ol ol o 

J

k3_o

. 
3r2

in which the spin degeneracy is included. At any temperature

and field we can still use Eq. C5.9t as an approxírnate

relation betweer ko and, n..
In Eq. (5.5) we assume th-e d.riJt, velocity to be

in the direction of the applied field. z-dí-rection; Ín other
words, the mobility u, is considered to be a scarâr quant,ity.
IÈ is clear that the right hand sid.es of Eqs" (5"4) to (5.6)

are proportionar to the zero, first and second moments of
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the wave vector Ê' with- respect to the distributÍon function

cs . 111

fi(È')" The solution of Eqs. (5.4) ro (5.6) for cr, ßi and.
1_Yi is not a si:npIe problem. However, wíth further approxi-

mation of the distribution function \,\re can get a si:nple

solut.ion

trle begin with Eqs. C5.4 ) and C5.5) by setting the
d.istribution function of the form "-* to be (l-x) . This

' approxi¡ration is clearly valid for the rnajor part of th.e

energy spectrum as can be seen from Figs. 4.1 to 4.5. The

multiplication of tire distribution function with k'2 in the
integrand. on the ríght hand side of Eq. (.5 . 6 ) sugge.sts the
use of a better approximation for e-x in this 

"u,="" 
whicL¿

. may be expressed as

-lr¿' v 2e.'=1-x++- (5"10.1
¿

Then Eq. (5.4) becomes

1

(2TÍ ¡t fko
J I I I1-o'-ßio'u-Yfk'cos 0Jsin ok'2 do d0 dk'

o' o' ot

4n - a - ?=Ëk;il oi-ikåBil

Sirnilarly, Eq" (5"5) becomes

l.t+Di<¡n*>tF _ 4nkj yi'4i -Tr-

However, using Eq. (5"10) as an approximation for the
distribution function, Eg. (5"6) reduces to

(s"12)
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k' 4 {1- (cl. +Ol:<'h+y lk'cos o )

+ % (sr+ß lf 'a+ylt<'cosO) 2]sin 0 dö de dk' (5.13)

All the inÈegrations on the right hand sid.e of Eq. ts.r¡l
can be carried ouÈ easily and the expression for yi is Èhus

given by

crßi'*crei*cg=o (s.16)

where

<m*> = ===3!' l'n in fo"- a 5KBTn. oJ oJ oJ

yi = ttu*gTltll*" - 2i r#(l-er) ,a -L
o o ---o

" 3 ei (r-orl:<j . * oj':.j: r% s.14)

Subst,ituÈing Eqs . (5.11) and (5 .12 ) inÈo eq. (5 .14 ) we obrain

,15uini <m*>iF, 2- 3sKeTli<m*>i + 2Lf.#(,31+ + 3 tjATrñk: zrø't , Ë 
(a,,.q * i kå g;) '

o

* Ì - 2. a'r.'r3ti *,? L r 'l. sfu - á "r^o'aîTkã - ; tci'eil + $ ßi'oå I - o (5'1s)

which can be written in the form
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C'+ = 3"82 x 1032 MKS units

C5 = 7.89 x 1042 MKS units

cG = 4"2

The solution of Eq. (5"16) can readily be found'

as follows:

- "r,* rc3 Actcg)r'
(s .18 )

. 2Ct

It is clear that under cert.ain cond.itions ßr' becomes

a complex quantity and so does the distribution function fr.
This condition can be deduced from Eq. (5"18) and is given

by

4c¡cg > c1 (5.19)

since C3 is a funct,ion of the field F; therefore, *å ".o
calculate the critical field beyond. which the condition
(5.fg) is saÈisfied.. This critical field. is given by

nl/' T<¡n*>
Fc = c, *"fu; rce -zÈ - r)<

- l_ t- n.'
.L

m4
= Cs u.",nF 7- (5.20)

'l_ a-

where

C7 = 2"62 x 10-33 MxS units
42

es = 1"879 x 10 MKS units
ce = 3.59 x 10-r' MKS units

It should be mentioned here that the constants Ca to Ce

contains only fr, K" and. some numerical constants.

Às an example we may estimate the value of F^ for

GaAs at room temperature by choosing

'l-
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(m*)r = 0"072 rno {nhrenreich, 1960J

and

Fr = 0.68 mz/vsec {Hasty, Stratton and Jones,

1968J where the subscripÈ 1 refers to the

lower condùction subband." Therefore,

Eq. (5.20) gives F^ = 3.4 kv/cm.'U't

5"2 Possible Interpretation of the Complex bistribution
Funct.ion

It should be noted that the
c.

larger than the term | -; ¡ tn
n't/3

1

' 
** t'

tern lc. r --;,--f I ir always. Ð n?/3.
1

Eq. (5.i7), thus at fields F < |
F"rBi

given in Eq. (5.1S) is always real. However,'for F > F--B.t beconesc, 1
conplex. In this case there may be two possibre explanations:

(a) rt is clear tJrat the critical field F" is very high and at rhis
field the approxiination 

"-* = I x- x * Z- night not be satisfactory and

thus the approxinate distribution function does not apply for fields larger
than F ?'

The complex distribution function can also be interpreted
physically in a vray similar to the case of an electron
entering a forbidden energy band for wtrich the war/e vector
+k and consequently the carrier distribution function becomes

a complex quantity lSpenke, 19581 " In our case, the complex

distribution function implies that the carrie.rs cannot have

energies beyond a certain criticar level determined by the
field Fr- for a cert,ain band structure. of course, carriersU

having energies higher than this critiial lever ¡nust behave

(b)
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differently. One of the following ¡nechanisms may play a

role in the behaviour of such high energy carriers:
(1) the carriers at certain energy Ievels may

transfer from a lower to a higher conduction subband at or

beyond the critical appJ-ied field F^. In this case botlr of
U

the lower and higher subband.s will contril¡ute to the current
flow in the semiconductor and we mav write

J = g(nt<v>r t nz<y>z) (s.22)

where the subscript 2 refers to
expressions s jmilar to Eq. (5.5 )

criÈical field for the onset of
the usual manner by applying the

the higher subband. Using

we may cå,Iculat,e the

current, instabilities in
criterion

å$= o ; (s"23)

(s "24)

(2) for semiconduct,ors containing coulombic

repulsive trapping centres Èhen Èhe carriers with energies

beyond certain high leve1 wirl tend to be trapped.. This
implies that no carriers can exist with an energy beyond

Èhis leve1 i

(3) in the case of d.ouble injection from electrod.es

semiconductors, the current d.ensity equation is written
the form

an

in

J=Jrr*"n

where J. is
is that due

constant is

the current density due to electrons and Jn

to hoIes" The electron-hole recombination

proportional to the average velocity of
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carriers. Therefore, when the carriers gain energy in the

applied field., they cannot have energy higher than that
necessary for the electron-hole recombination process.

It should be noted that Fa is the'field in which

some carriers may start to have energies beyond a certain

critical level and thaÈ it rnay not be the critical fier_d
for the onset of current instabilities, the criÈerion of

/:l .Twhich is ffi = 0. To determine the criticar fierd for Èhe

onset of current instabirities, the mechanisms Èo cause
the instabilities must be t,aken inÈo account,.



CHAPTER 6

CONCLUSIONS

The energy band structures and the carrier distributors function

calculations-are two najor problens which- haye to be solyed beforce theoretical
analysis of any electrical properties of a solid can be carried out. In

this thesis we have presented ner.I approaches. These approaches remove

some shortcornings existing in the previous nethods dealing with these

problems. In this chapter we shall surnmarize and discuss our approaches

and contributions to these problerns:

6.1. The energy band structure

An e:pression for the energy band structures of crystals has been

derived. This expression has the following advantages:

(a) The oçression is of simple form and requires only two parameters

for the complete deter¡dnation of the energy band structure. These parameters

are the energy splitting and the effective'ruean at the band extrernum.

n¡hich caa easily be deter¡nined experinentally.

(b) No assumptions are needed concerning the lattice potential. The

involvement of the lattice potential is considered to be the rnajor

shortcomings of most previous nethods since the knowledge of lattice potential
is not available.

(c) The expression ca:r be applied easily to study either teltrperature

or pressure effect or the energy band structures.

ft should be noted that the general expression for the wave function

given in Eq. (3.22) does not involve any kind of approxinations. To obtain

a close form of analytic solution for ER as a function of K we have

106.
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made onty one approximation, rhar is EÌ - ycil < +. Because of this

assurqptìon, our expression fEq. [3.43)] is valid for the range of the

values of K fro¡ K = 0.07(2r/a) to K = 0.08(zr/a). l{ithin this range

the calculation should be accurate to +r%. However, for K < o.o | (zV^)
the band structure is close to a parabolic structure. The band structure

foro,ot@fp<o,ag(2Ln)are of great iruportanèe to the study of properties of
seniconductors at norual tempeïatures. Frorn the computed results we can

draw the following conclusions:

(i) The energy.band structure is far from the parabolic profile
for any crystalling solids(f.ig.:.t),This non-parabolic feature

should be.taken into account trrhen studying electrical properties

of solids.

(i.i) Ihe energy band structure is very sensitive to temperature.

The E-K curve tends to shift towards higher K as th; tem¡íerature

is increased. Again, this tenperatuïe effect should also be

taken into account when studying electrical properties of

solådS at various temperatures

(iií) The discrepancy between our results and that of pollak,

Higginboth¡n and Condona nay be attributed to the different

approxinations used in the two different approaches. But v¡e

t+ould like to say that the approximation used in our approach

would introduce much less errors.

6.2. The Carrier Distribution Function

The problem concerning the carrier distribution function in seni-

conductors has been rigorously solved analytically without any approximations

involved. The general e:çression can be used to determine the carrier
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distribution functions at low and Ligh fiel_ds for degenerate and non-

degenerate sêmiconductors urith- parabolic a¡rd non-parabolic energ¡ band

stTuctures. With some .ppto*i.t"tions our eàf)ressioh reduces to other well
known for¡s of distribution functions used by previous investigators
and in this way it can be shown that the use. of these approximate dist¡ibu-
tion functions by the previous investigators ray result in some errors.

ltle have used the general'expression to study sone effects on the

distribution function. To obtain a relatively siuple solution, we feed

back the general e:çression for f into the Boltzmann equation and make

the following a-ssunptions :

Ca) The se¡riconductor is nondegenerate

(b) The energy band structure is parabolic.

(c) The external applied field Ë is uniform across the.semi-

conductor sample.

(d) The honon distribution function is nor disru rbe.å by the

existance of carrier flow.

The effect of scattering par:meters, tempeïature, high fields and the angle

relative to the direction of the applied field can be deduced easily fron
the ex¡lressions obtained. The cornputed ¡esults are sr¡nmarized as follows:

ii) The carriers are in general spread over a wider range of energy

rather than has been e4pected before by other investigarors
(ii) Both the defo:mation potential and extreme applied e1ectric

field affect greatly the carrier distribution.
(iii) The distribution function is insensitive to sna1l angles relative

to the direction of the applied field (o < o < 1oo). Horvever,

for large angles G = I) the distribution function tends to
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approach the Fenui-Dirac distribution.

(iv) The disagree¡oent between the results of Wassef and Kao IIg72f
and those of Vassell and Conwell 11966] is attributed mainly

to the approximation used. Vassell and Conwell used only

two terns of the Legandre series for the distribution function,
but lvassef and Kao did not use any approximation.

Using the oçression for the energ'y band structure and feeding it
back to that for the carrier distribution function, it is found that there
exists a critical field under certain conditions beyond which the distribution
function becomes a complex quantity. rn the case where the approximations

used in the work holds, this complex distribution function can be attributed
to the fact that there exists an upper eneïgy 1evel beyond *iri"t th"
carriers cannot oecupy ener8-y states steadily. The physical interpretation
of this feature is that the carriers having energies beyond a ceriain
energy level may transfer to a higher subband, may be- trapped in trapping
centers, or disappear through electron-holè recombination; all of these

processes tend to decrease the nunber of high energ-y carriers.
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APPENDIX I: IÌVALUATION O!- e

The distribution function f (l) may be written in '

the form

-> 'l,2
f (É) = constant x exp t - * (x.,2 + k..2 * L-2)l (I.l)

2<m >kT x Y z
B

where <m*> is the average effective mass of the electron'

a lluÞ
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X {o c*"kx' - I 

"*'k*" 
+ 3 cN'kx-

+ 1x,,2 * x"2) {c*4 *, "*' {xrz * u"2) )} (r'3)
v

By introducing the normalizefl quantities
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n2

Eq" (I.3) becomes

(2k*t*-"ro)

) .) 2r2
r (k* ,' k,r- * k, )

L ,r, ,. - .2, (2 s - 1)3x
ak

^ 1 ', a . Á À . 
(r'5)

X {os o -gs 3 + 3 s¿ + s2 + s2+ 2 s 4 + 2s4 + 4s 2s 2}
xlXyzyzyz

For large N and small- T, we find that Sx, tO and

s=

of them having pov/ers higher than 2. with this approximation

Eq. (I.5) reduces to

n2 t,-2,,-2,,-2r2dî(K-t-K+K)
lxyz
t--ak- L ,^. ^ ^2.x (r**"*-a*)

l
l--

l2JG
N

(:r2+k2+u.2)xyz (r.o/

(r.7)

Hencer wê have
@@@4

ttt--¿¿J2
-æ-@-æ G*

(k-

a
L

(--+
þÀ'r

4r2

2 < m > k'f
IJ

)(3k-+
t-

)
+K+K

3/z
-LU ÏT

aa

'l Iz ' ldk clk dkJXyZ

(
2<m >kT

B r'
-Àl

(I.3 ) reduces to

r .ú' "'N
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and Eq.

I

m,,
t\

l0kBT <m

fn thj-s thesis . l* , =
mÈ

"N

"¿

N

1
a** t

(I. B)
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Thus r !vê obtain

"Ê,* - "o,* t .r52c 2 î

6 = ;\' ' ;-*ll '' (r'e)
G*

which is termed the "vertlcal scal-e".
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APPENDIX II

Evaluation of Integrals Defined in Eqs. (4.27) - (4.31)

(a) The integral Vür,

r
wn(k, k') = (t2 + u,2)2

, 2kk'.b].nce (---:-----J u
k z+kt'

can be put in the form:(k,k')

f''
I t'
r_I

r
,l,t.t ;

) .tlt P.,fr) duk'+kr' (rr. r)

rr , 2kl(t -,
t r - (-; ,r)1¡l =

k'+kt'
- n1.1- 1a I / LKK| - - 

I ìIr- 2 \ ? trr'- k-+kr -
'rl-1-l 2

/ Lf* \\--t---tl u
k-+kr'

'i q ¡'lr^r.ar¡q laccÐ IçÐù we can write

C-?lg=l'u, *
kt+kt ¿

= ; 
r(2p _ ;) r 2kk, \2p

p=o r(- ; ) r.(2p + i)\ 7+l/

, ç - ÐÇ - z>

3!

.. -ru

+T To*t-år
p=oIê51- \ z,/ l(2p+2)

Legendre function p- (u) is an
.,.-'..'.-.li-..,..1..',-,., n

according to n is even or od

Therefore, the integration in Eq. (I

integration from 0 to I if we take t
the right-hand side of Eq. (rI.2) wi

second summation on the right-hand s

P SUCh that f he i nf ccrrand i n Tlrr_ n odd ¿¡¡ÇuY! s¡¡u r¡r !Y

/ 2kkr a2P*1 )¡, 1 (rr.2)
f -;---ã. ì u-H''
\k'+k''/

even or odd function

d integer, respectively.

I.1) will be twice the

he first summation on

t.h P and then even
ide of Eq. (II,2) with

. (II.1) is always an
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even function, otherwise the integration wilf vanish.
Therefore, if q is a positive integer we get

r
æan4

kt) = (k'+¡r'¡' I

r
'> ¡ikt) = (k'+¡''¡'

VI
n

(k, kr) =

p=o r(- ;) r (2p+1)

f (2p+1- 
å)

I eå) r (zp+2)

2p+I (-1)qr(q-p) f (å *p>

-

ç
r(q+ ] +p) r(-p) (rr' 4)

+ u,Txx' ) [, 
,^rr: ) p,, (u ) ou

r(zp - å) , 2kk, .2p (-r)qr(q-p)f(å * ol
,, -l--- r ¡'k2+{ ¿' r(-p)r1q+ j +p¡ (rr.3)

(k,

.1 (k' at -1- |. ¿ññl_l' ? )'
K -TK'

æ

P=O

As a special case \,Je examine the behaviour of the
integral= w' for polar opticar scattering [conrveJ-r and

Vassel-l-, 19681 for which r = -2.

2kk I

I

"*

fa

¿- \.,n
,n=Ò t ô
e- ( [t'

r I c, ([r.2

y,21¡zxu)

(rr. s)

where Qr. are Legendre functions of the second. kind. From

the characteristics of e.r( [k2 + k,2l/2kk, ) for
[k'+ k'217zkk' > 1 it can be shown that we need consider
only Wo and W, since the val-ue of W' decreases rapidly
for n greater than r. rn generar cases in which r is
arbitrary, the integral= *rq .rU trn*1 given in Eqs. (II.3)
and (rr.4) have the same features as the aforementioned
case, and therefore we consider only vio and wr. These are
given by

1æ
I{o (k, k' ) = {t<2+tc '2)2 ^E^p=o f (- ;) r'(2p+1)

rep -;)
)1,1. | 2P

/ ¿¡\N \
\ ') a'lk'+k''rlt2 +p) (rr.6)



and

'Y '1 .' ) ,+ "owl(K' k') = (k-+kr')' t
p=o | (- ;) T' (2p+2) +p)

Eq. (4.26) and from the results
(If .l-l-), \.^/e conclude that it is
So (k) .i i . The result is given by

r lzp+i_ f)
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(rr.7)

(II.B)

(rr.e)

(rr.10)

(rr.11)

1 {-?\ls-' ,2n+t
k-+k r'

This shows that the summation over n for the
scattering term in Eq . (4.26) wil-l contain only the f irst
t\,vo terms: n=0 (,Q,=0) and n=l (g= -I,0,0) . Therefore,
in the following integrals we shatl consi_der these two

values of n only.
(b) The integral" yl can be readiry obtained if onry the
values 0 and I for n are considered. The resurts are

voo=z/i
-1v-=U

vT=0

rl =o

(c) Sj-nce the integrals y: are mul-tiplied by S_ (k) . . in"n r,., ij
given by Eqs. (II.B) through

necessary only to calcul-ate

ro (k) rj
1
I

.|

¿\1, !r 1:n ù

\z', _.2^r, , )___--__" {(_;J_), (n_ñ-rlr^_A.) 1+ X.l-
(E-fror-4.)'2 .É.' ù J J
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X oi'

*
?*' \, !'¿ilr{ .z '2

x t2 { (;) (E-^i) + Kr} {
.1"

(d) The integral s z! (k' ) = -n r-l for n=0 and g=0 is
ely, k'

0. + ß.Er - --+-J J M;

F/r.- !l. \_r Z,

| (- ;) r (2p+r ) ,å *0,

x

^ y'ttm. (
2" (k' ) r¡ = *nÈ .0-n \" eñy., k'

c. + ß.Er +
.JJMì(1 +e J )

z t (k' ) ., . wil-l- vanish due
J-J

angle 0' . The remainder

(1 +e : 
)

*j * ßj 1n + fro")
(1 +e

2e(ty,k'
1----T*-

u¡.'ì (rr. 13 ))

l
The integrals

integration over the

of this group is

to the

J-ntegration

,ï <o,)ij *,#þ), 
þ(oj ßju,),ry,

2nr .q

c -ir4t"

.*Iru'\J
'j /)

(rr.14 )

ri çr) ij 1

2

I
t
{

J
X

.,

rTK.
J

o ^t--, l -T¿Ërl Y . K,
J-1

1
^Jc

+k:-K.JJ
-L

^'(^/ t,'s(l Y , N.
.r'

m
ì/'II m, C.l r,. )

, /_Ì L\
slrY. K. f

JJ V
eñlkl

+'tíos¡ * -fJ
J

cx.
J

+ ß.(E
J

(I*e



æ

WL
./ \ P=O

r(2p_;)

f (- ;) l'(2p+l) +p)
t { (+i) "(o-Á, ) 

"*rc. 
} 
2+t1 

' ri 
- "

.ñ-

1,r7

(rr.1s)

/r\,

where

i
/ñ+ ""': l, r-k: = (l-), (E +4u^ _ A.)-, + X.J .l' s J' J

The integral" Ti (k) ii wifl vanish

Therefore, the l-ast integral in this group

x t2 { ,?r'u 
(u-Ai)% * Kr

*
)m'-"^i )- ')(=¿) k:

{.-,.t J

kll2p

(rr.16)

.+since Z; (k').+=0., aJ

is given by

rT (k) rj =

'o1 -..JJ

^ 
(,'.

f(2p+r-;)

zni
X12 {G>aco-1. ¡"+r. } ull'o

l(- r

,t r (2p+2) ,å * o,

.ù
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- '"tît 
uT
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